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lmP-.rovement Q./ans are ho.lding

1

Intersection at 8th and DSt. deemed dangerous
By DAVID PAYSON

The intersection of 8th Ave. and
D St. by Smyser Hall is a
dangerous pla.ce- for pedestrians
and drivers alike - bad news, a
place to a void.
But because it is a primary focal
point of entering and exiting
college traffic, and because its
location is convenient for pedestrian crossing, a large number of
college people find the intersection
an jtlmost impossible place to
avoid.
Instead they take their chances
- and they don't always win.
For the driver, danger lurks in
every direction at the intersection·.
Some of · the dangerous traffic

:situations are: making a right turn goal, of course, is to get across the
off of D St. onto 8th and finding street - in one piece. But, with
your view of oncoming traffic the confusion in traffic at the
obstructed by busher; same situa- intersection, this isn't always so
tion, but this time turning left and simple. In the past, pedestrians
finding yourself faced with a trying to cross the interse~tion
confusing and highly dangerous have been run down by cars. And
traffic snarl and brought about by the potential is high for this
the crazy jog of Sprague St. where unfortunate kind of accident to
it intersects into 8th; or, from the occur again.
other angle, making a left turn off
Charlie Gruhl, acting director of
of 8th onto D St. and dealing with facility planning for the college
a turn that must be made well past was asked what, if anything, was
the traffic light and in the face of ·being done by the college to make
oncoming traffic.
the 8th and D St. intersection less
Pedestrians crossing the inter- dangerous.
section encounter a situation even
·He explained that plans to
more dangerous, since they don't improve the intersection are curhave two tons of steel shielding rently in a "holding pattern" until
· their bodies, as do drivers. Their the college and the city can get

together on what to do about the
intersection.
The college, he said, has offered
to exchange fand with the city, so
that the troublesome jog can be
taken out of Sprague St. "The
intention is to take D St. straight
across and eliminate that jog," he
said.
But so far the city has not taken
the college up on this proposal.
"They don't have the funds available to make the improvement, is
what l hear," said Gruhl. "They're
looking for matching federal funds
to finance the improvements of the
inters~ction. We're anxious to
correct the ·problem. We feel that
the intersection is a hazard and
poses an unsafe condition for our
students."
Gruhl added that the Ellensburg
City Council wasn't too excited
about the college's proposal to
improve the intersection.
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JSFC begins meets, questions
use of 'miscellaneous' funds
The Joint Student Fees Committee( JSFC) is meeting again to
decide how student tuition fees
will be divided among the various
departments at Central receiving
Student and Activity fees funding.
At their first meeting, on April
26, 1977, JSF member Mike Hamblin questioned Al Beamer, athletic director, about the practice of
the Physical Education Department to purchase with JSF funds
miscellaneous clothing articles

(athletic supporters, rings, sweatsuits, etc.). Beamer replied that it
is the custom of all major p.e.
departments to supply students
with such articles as a token
reward for extra effort and time
on the participant's part. Beamer
also stated that Central receives
it's money's worth for the sport
program, in effect giving them a
"cheap product" ~tates Beamer.
New purchase requests were
also heard by the JSF. Other items

of interest included the SUB's
request of extra funds to bring the
building up to local building codes,
and for funds to construct an
extra exit-entrance into the SUB
Cavern to facilitate the Monroe's
Disco proposal. Hamblin also voiced a concern about retiring some
outstanding bonds against the
college ahead of time.
Student members on the JSF
committee are Peter Gruhl, (Chairperson), Ruth Litterick, Ken
3mith and Mike Hamblin.

When asked to comment on how
he personally felt about the intersection, Gruhl responded, "I would
like to see it improved. There's
room for improvement. My experience has been that a lot of
people fail to see the red lights and
drive rig-ht through them, and that

the pedestrian traffic doesn't al:way~ cross with the lights."
Gruhl said if a person was to
spend a whole day at the intersection watching for dangerous situations "you would probably see on
the average of one car every 15
minutes running the red light and
you would find a near miss- on tbe
_average o_f OJ!e _an hour."
Referring to pedestrian safety
at the intersection, Gruhl continued on an ominous note, "I live
south of 8th, and I have instructed
by family and everyone I come in
contact with to disregard the
pedestrian right-of-way crossing,
because nobody stops for it. If
you're going to cross the street,
make sure there's no .traffic,
period, and then go across. Just
because you're on a crosswalk .
doesn't rrlean you're safe."
Gruhl's point was graphically
illustrated last December when
Central geography professor, Calvin Willberg, was .struck down by
a car as he crossed the intersection. Because of pending legal
action, Willberg, at his lawyer's,
advice, declined to comment on the
accident.
(continued on pg. 2)

Student rodeo roper
lands goat scramble
"I've. never felt so exhilarated for goat tying:- The hat is a
than the first time I tied a goat in tradition and a long sleeve shirt is
competition," said Central student . to protect her arms from
Cheryl Brewer, who entered in the scratches.
womens goat tying contest at last
The thong is a four foot piece of
weekends student rodeo.
leather used to tie the goats legs
"My family was interested in together. "When I ride down, I
rodeo, but from a spectators stand hold it in my teeth, in order to
point of view, I never planned on have it easily available," she
competing," she added.
added.
Brewer was influenced by her
"Goat tying i~the kind of sport
brother and friends to try goat in which one small mistake can
tying. "When I was a frosh, I ruin a whole run. Before each
became involved in rodeo club. event, I go through the routine in
Linda Kiser, Miss Rodeo Washing- my mind," she said.
ton has been behind , me, pushing
Brewer said the worst she has
all the way. Members of the rodeo been hurt was a bruised tailbone.
'club have helped a lot," she said. "But my , pride has been hurt
"When I first tried goat tying, I worse," she said.
had a lack of confidence. It wasn't
She finds it hard to find time and
. as easy as it looked, I never a place to practice. "I should
realized there was so much to it," practice every day, but with my
she added.
class schedule, I now practice once
Goat tying is performed in a a week.
large arena, with the goat tied to a
'Tm getting a little nervous
rope at one end, and horse and about Saturday. When I go to bed,
rider at the other end of the arena. I go throug~ my routine to perfect
· The contestant has to ride down, it. When I get nervous, I calm
dismount from the horse, run myself by going to sleep," she
down the goat and tie three of its added.
legs in the shortest possible time.
Brewer said she can't be too
"My fastest time was 14.2
· seconds, but it has been done in as nervous during her run because
little as six seconds," she added. the horse will feel it and be flighty.
Once the goat is tied, it has to "I .psych myself up before each
stay tied for six seconds or the run," she said.
contestant is disqualified. "I've
"Rodeo is a sport like any other.
never had a goat get up and run, I'm glad to see women breaking
but it's happened, she said.
into it. I'd like to see it morf
Brewer said a properly trained widely accepted. Its the kind o1
horse, a leather thong, hat, boots, sport once it's in your blood, it'~
and a long sleeve shirt are needed there forever."

On the inside:
Frats being considered at Central. ... pg. 2
End to Saturday mail delivery?.......... pg. 3
Scholarship drive a town-gown
effort ........................................ pg. 7
Students en joy rodeo weekend._...... pg. 12
TIRED FEET--Sheryl Davis shows one of her sore
feet (Photo by Stan Noteboom).
• Last Saturday, four exhausted couples finished 24
hours of dancing in the SUB ballroom. Sheryl Davis,
along with her partner Dale Swanson, were joined
by Randy Leeper and Sherri Waitmen, Dave Norton
• and Janis Miller and the winning couple Bob Stevens

and Janet Hurley.
The couples raised $1,400 in pledges to benefit
Muscular Dystrophy's treatment and research
centers. Although the dancers were pooped, they
were nonetheless excited about helping fight
Muscular Dystrophy and plan to help in the next
year's dance.

Winemaking is simple, fun,
and cheap ................................. pg. 16
Women tracksters finish 2-~ ............. pg. 17
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Do students want a fraternity row ?
By SCOTT MUEGGLER
Whether or not Central should
welcome a social fraternity or
sorority seems to have everyone
perplexed. The issue was brought
to a peak last week when the ASC ·
·. scheduled a meeting to hear some
1~ 1 reactions to the possibility. of frats
here at Central. The meeting itself
was attended by students from the
... Alpha Phi Omega (APO) service
organization which is a fraternal
group who allows both sexes in it's .
'.."J membersfop.
·
_:j
During the meeting Dave
Thomason of the BOC pointed out
some _oft.tie problems confronting
students who like and dislike frats.
He also reviewed some earlier
attempts in past years of frats
... :A which tried to organize here.
~-~
The end result of the meeting
was that the ASC would look into
the ramifications of fraternal organizations here at Central with
help from the Crier, Dean of
Student Development's Office and
. APO. Owen Clark, Assistant At~,,; torney General for Central will
-~. provide any legal aid in the
matter.
Along the same lines, it was
suggested to the Crier that some
students ought to be interviewed
to get a random sample of what

off-campus group ·which existed
for about five years in the late
sixties in the building directly
behind Albertson's. The building is
currently being remodeled. The
group's structure was complete
with officers, initiations, maid
service, a cook, and housed ·about
30 men. The group 'had no Greek
or any other affiliations and was an
influential force in athletics and
campus entertainment and politics.
The residence halls have also
had their shot .a t producing fraternity type arrangements. Presently, the Veteran's Co-op provides a fraternal atmoshpere. The
group is comprised of service
veterans who, by their own choice,
banded together seven years· ago
and petitioned Housing for a
building to live in. There are no
"fraternity" type initiations or ·
entrance requirements. ·
Several dorms have come close ·
to being like .a fraternity, Kennedy
Hall several years ago is a prime
example, as with Kamola and Sue
Lombard. Comments about a frat
or sorority as such, though, brought
1
: mixed emotions from students and
I faculty alike. Some are as follows:
· Bill Green (student) voiced his .
concerns about the good and bad
·points of frats and mentioned that

~ gopetint1~nogns1"ntmoitghhatt, bheowheevledr. ' aBel1~totrlee he was from the UW area. He· also

Susan Schwartz (student) was·
very much against frats or sororities at Central. She stated that
alongside of .t he obvious waste of
money, that they provided no real
tangible benefits to. the college or
members. Frats onlv tended to
support a .distorted caste system
and even can do real harm to those
persons denied membership into
such an organization because that .
person would then consider himself/herself as a second class or
inferior citizen.
The benefi~ of ·a frat to the
college or members were few to be
found by persons who had no
.co.n tact with frats, bl:lt those who

did voiced these ideas: Frats
provide student manpower to maintain entertainment functions, gov- ·
ernmental activities, environmental · drives, charity invol~ement
and personal growth. and association with other students across the
nation (Greeks).
But ·on the other hand, these
same people also agreed with m<Jst
in condemning initiation practices
and ~nobbery. ·The costs were not
prohibitive to these individuals
. because either they eould afford it;
or they believed they were receiving their money's worth. In fact,
examples were cited where the
·costs were not unlike those paid by
0

residence hall students today.
As an added insight int9 frater·nal living, the movie Fraternity
ROw is recommended to students
at Central. Although the movie is
deemed ·by most an_"overkill" on •
the issue, it can provide some
interesting ideas on what a frat
should not be.
If you have any ideas or con- ., •
cerns about the possibility of
fraternities or sororities establishing at Central, you are invited
to drop into the ASC Office in the •
SUB and talk to the Board of
Control. Watch the catalog section
of the Crier from time to time for
announcements of meetings con•
cerning this issue.

•

Benton chosen for sem ii1ar ..
Robert Benton •. associate professor of English, has been named
a National Endowment for the
Humanities Fellow and invited to
participate in a summer seminar at
the · Univer.s ity of California, Davis. ·
Benton . was selected for the
honor after a nationwide competition. He explained that those . who
believe they are qualified for the
federally-funded program submit
an application along ·with referen-.
ce;S, examples of.their work and an
·explanation of the area in which
they would like to conduct their
research. Benton added that only a
few of the applicants are selected. ·
Eleven
other
post-doctoral
scholars besides Benton ·were . invited to participate in the seminar
beginning on June 20. It is entitled
"History of. ·the American West:

said that it didn't really bother him
because he would be graduating
history on the subject is due.
Central in the past has had this year anyway.
fraternal groups. The major one ·
President Brooks stated that
being the Intercollegiate Knights ,Central has in the past always seen
(the IKfs had no Greek affiliations) to it that fraternal organizations
•· and Women's Auxiliary called the were given the opportunity to
ff -Spurs. These two wer~ soci~l establish themselves here at Cenhonoraries that had no building of tral both on and off campus.
their own, much like Alpha Phi Brooks also made remarks about
Omega today except that APO is the financial and physical burdens
service, not social orientated.
involved in a fraternity type
Last year. under the joint leader- situation. Costs of maintaining a
n;,, ship of President Brooks and Dick building, housekeepers and cooks,
:t; Mier, (residence living assistant and activity fees always tend to
director), a group was brought make a frat house rather high in
together to re-establish the IK's at cost to the member.
Tom Chini, Ellensburg city enCentral. This initial group failed to
Biff Nontell (student) stated ·
gineer,
is well aware the interseccontinue into this year though. that so long as a frat posed no
tion of 8th and D St. is a dangerous
, The reason for its demise was the 'threats to ·the campus environplace. "Our records show that' it
~; . group's inability to receive a 111ent in respects to S'.>cial snob· has one of the worst vehicular ·
charter from the National IK. bery or whatever, that he would
accident histories of the city's
Association due to its stand on the have no problems with them.
intersection," he said. "Each year
Title IX issue.
. Jim Hollister (housing director)
it ranks right towards the top in
Title IX provides for equal was actually indifferent to the
accidents."
opportunity for both sexes in the matter, seeing it as a matter for
From · a personal standpoint
membership. The group here tried the students to decide. Jim said
:
Chini
said he doesn't like to cross
, to establish itself with both men that if and when the students
the intersection - either on foot or
and women in its group. At the decided to organize a frat or
by car. He said his office thinks the
time the group was organizing, sorority that Housing would probcollege's proposal of exchanging
President Brooks was a National ably help facilitate it if asked to do
land with the city, so the city can
so. The group would also have to
Advisor to the IK's.
straighten the jog between D St.
Reaching farther back into Cen- comply with state laws governing
.
and
Sprague St. is a good idea.
tral's history produces a story such groups prior to any involveWith all this then, he was asked
about Elwood Manor. This was an ment of Housing or the college.
·why the city doesn't work to
improve the intersection.
Surprisingly, according to Chini,
the primary reason is not money,
or the lack thereof. Rather it is a
, matter of .priorities - the city
council's priorities.
Chini explained: "We've (his
office) proposed funds for the
intersection's improvement twice
in our budget now, and both times
it's been deleted by the council. I
can't really say what the council
thinks, because they're seven

The New Humanistic Interpreta- from 'what ~hey __once were." He
tion," and will be directed by W. said the hero has traditionally
Turl·entine J ackso:ri, a nationally been viewed as a Daniel Boone
recognized professor of history.
type, however, contemporary lit- . •
· Benton is currently on sabbati- erature has drastically changed
cal in order to continue studies on this view. .
•
the frontier hero in American
For man_v authors, said Benton, •
literature. He will conduct research in a similar area at the "The frontier hero is no longer one
who. subdues the wilderness but
California seminar.. Benton said
that the scholars will meet to- ·one who lives with ·it."
gether every morning, but all
Benton has been on the faculty
remaining time will be devoted to
.. at Central since 1967. He . has
each individual's work.
Benton said that his research on· taught courses on Ameri.can lit~ •
the American frontier heroes wiil erature, the frontier in American
be "directed toward the prepara- literature, and on such authors as
tion of a manuscript. I am writing ·J ohn Steinbeck and William .
a long study of the frontier hero." Faulkner. · Benton · h~s also .pub- •
In discussing the hero, Benton lishep articles on Steinbeck, the·
explained, "Frontier heroes in -- literature of the west and on
~ontemporary literature are no.w . several other facets of American
·
•
in the process .of beiilg-cha~ged literature.

•

Low priority for 8th Ave~

:v

people each with their own mind,
but I think -the councU members
tend to think there might be more
important problems elsewhere,· or
that there may be places where we
can more effectively spend that
money."
He said the amount of money
necessary to do the whole intersection - eliminat~ the jog would be about $35,000. "But even
if we got the money tomorrow, we
still wouldn't necessarily spend it
there. Sure, funding is a hangup in
that you never have enough, but I .
·don't think that's the big problem
here."
In this regard, Chini said it was
his opinion that part of the reason
the city council has twice rejected
funds to improve the intersection
is because they fear that removing
the jog in Sprague St. will turn it
into an arterial and send too much
traffic past Washington School,
located at 5th and Sprague.
·
"I think their big concern," he
said, referring to the city council,
"is that if we realign that intersection, we're going to do something drastic to Sprague St."
Like Charlie Gruhl, Chini's main
concern with the intersection is it's

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

L

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
~03 North Main 925-5539

<=t:._fromp;.1)·

·high potential for ·pedestrian accidents, a potential that has resulted in two pedestria~s . being •
§truck by cars in the last two and a .
half years, according to city hall .
records. Chini spoke of certain
steps that could be inipleme.nted to •
decrease· the number of car accidents, like prohibiting left tµrns·
oi f of D. St. and Sprague St. by
er ~cting ba:r:ricades~ But such ac- •
tio.1s, he said, would create new
problems with 't raffic· routes and
would not improve the pedestrian •
situation.
He said he feels the best way to
improve pedestrian safety .at the
• intersection is to eliminate it's wide •
turns. "The real problerri there in
regards to pedestrian safety," he
explained, "is that the crosswalks
are so far removed from the •
turning movement of cars, drivers
, make their turns and start picking ·
up speed before they realize that
pedestrains are crossing ahead of •
them."
·
The college and city engineer
then, are in agreement with the
most practical method of making•
the intersection a safer place. And
that method amounts to realignment of the jog between D St. and
Sprague St. But to date, the city •
council has not gone for the idea. ·
Despite this, Chini remains optimistic that the council will even- •
tually grant the necessary funds to
improve the intersection. "As I see
it," he said, "part of my job is to
keep bringing these things up •
whether the city council likes them
or not. This year when we put the
budget together, 8th and D St. will
be on the consideration list again. •
How it will fare is tough to say, but
I think there's general support for
it. I think it's just a matter of
time."
•
But if Charlie Gruhl is correct in
his estimation that a near miss
occurs at the intersection on the
average of once every hour, then •
"just a matter of time" might be
too long.

•
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Commission offers to fund
postal seryicedeficit
By DAN WOOD
and
JON DAIGNEAULT

THE LOOK OF A WINNER--W ayne Hatcher studies the board in
Saturday's First Annual Ellensburg Chess Championship. Hatcher won a
tie-breaking game with Perry Fleming to take the tourney.

First annual chess
tourney 'strong'
The first annual Ellensburg
Open Chess Championship was
held this past weekend.
The
special event was organized and
. directed by the Chess Club's
President, Bill Horton, student.
According to Horton, this was a
relatively strong tournament for
this side of the state, because
Central has a high concentration of
good chess players. The day held
only three draws, and even those
games were intense struggles,
Horton said.
The Central team won all of
their matches two years ago when
the Eastern Washington league
was still in existence.
The close competitiveness of the
tournament can be seen by the fact
that only one half point divided the
winners from the thirg to fifth
place holders and that nobody
ended up without at least one
game loss.

Jazz troupe
returns home
The Central Jazz Band, Jazz ,
Choir and Wind Ensemble spent
last week in the western half of
Washington state performing at
high schools and community colleges.
The troupe left Centr al at 7:45
am Monday and played a tot al of
14 concerts. Bert Christianson
was the band director and J ohn
Moawad led the J azz Choir.
Raymond Wheeler played clarinet
solo with the jazz ensemble.
Th e members stayed with residents in each of t he different
schools. Harold Terry, a member
of Wind Ensemble, said "Of all the
places we performed at, I enjoyed
my stay in I .a.kP.wook whP.n we
played at Clover Park High School
and would like doing a tour agam
sometime in the future".
Congratulations should go to the
Jazz band, Jazz choir and Wind
Ensemble for a fine performance.

Final scores in this five-round,
swiss-system tournament are:
three and one half points, Wayne
Hatcher and Perry Fleming; three
points, Steve Rummen, Bill Horton and Pat Locke; two points,
Lucky Ison and John Thomas; Ray
Smith unfortunately had to withdraw in the fourth round.
The winner on the tie breaker
was Wayne Hatcher, former
Washington State Junior Champion. Perry Fleming, in his first
tournament ended up in second
place, defeating Bill Horton and
Steve Rummel, both rated
players.
"The winners fully deserve their
trophies for the consistency of
their high standard of play against
tough opposition," said Horton.

Due to an enormous financial
deficit in the Postal Service, proposals have been made by a special
federal commission to end Saturday mail delivery and to consider
instant satellite and wire transmission of letters.
The Postal Service has again
asked for financial assistance from
the US Government to subsidize
it's operating deficit. One of the
reasons the Postal Service is
losing money is because the government and banks are transfering
their funds electronically. The
Postal Service has no such electronic transmission system.
The federal commission has also
proposed elimination of Saturday
mail delivery after conducting six
months of public hearings and a
telephone poll showing Americans
were willing to accept only five
days of mail delivery.
The
National Association of Greeting
Card Publishers were quick to
criticize the commissions' plan.
Furthermore, the commission
suggested congress allow privated
industry to deliver first class mail.
Postmaster General Benjamin
Bailar said while postal rate increases cannot be postponed indefinately, increases can be delayed for at least a year.
Bailar said, "For the first time
since postal reorganization (in
1971) we have had a firm hold on
our costs. As a result we have
been able to put off the need for a
· rate increase until sometime in t he
spring of 1978. The effect ive date
of any increase anQ. the amount of
t he increase will depend upon our
financial condition next year."
Bailar said because of the ten
month delay before any rate
increase can be approved, the
Postal Rate Commission will be
asked for an increase later in 1977.
At the time the US Post Office
became the Postal Service, a
system of mail sorting and delivery known as the Zip Code came
into effect. Zip Code routed mail
to a particular region, state, city,
and post office. The Zip Code
consistsoffive digits sorted both by
people and optical scanning devises. An optical scanner costing 50
million dollars was put into operation in Cincinatti, Ohio, but with
limited results, due to jamming
problems and mail not displaying
the Zip Code.
In order to devise new tech-

nology and inventive ideas .the system of collection, sorting and
Postal Service claims it welcomes delivery of the mail nationwide.
"unsolicited proposals" increasing
S2010 Restrictions on agreecost effectiveness. Because the ments: The Postal Service shall
Postal Service is under direct ' promote . modern and efficient
control of the US Congress, many operations and should refrain from
rules and regulations have been expending any funds, engaging in
set up to ensure efficient postal any practice, or entering into any
service.
agreement or contract, othel_' than
Title 39 United States Code of an agreement on contract under
the Postal Service states: "(a) The Chapter 12 of this title, which
restricts the use of new equipment
United States Postal Service shall
provide prompt reliable and effl- or devices which may reduce the
cost or improve the quality of
cient services. (d) Postal rates
postal services, except where such
, shall be established to apportion
restriction is necessary to insure
the costs of all postal operations to
safe and healthful employment
all users of the mail on a fair and
conditions."
equitable basis. _{e) In determinPart 335.1 in the Postal Manual,
ing all policies for postal services,
the Postal Service shall give the under the title of Mechanization
highest consideration to the re- Policy sates that: "Mechanized
quirement for the most expedi- equipment is rapidly being providtious collection, transportation and ed at many postal installations to
delivery of important letter mail. reduce arduous tasks, increase
(f) In selecting ... Modern methods efficiency, improve service and
of transporting mail by containeri- provide higher job skills ••••••••• ,
zation and programs designed to No career employee need fear
achieve overnight transportation becoming unemployed because of
to the destination of important the introduction of mechanized
letter, mail to all parts of the equipment.
nation shall be a primary goal of
A retired Washington state mail
carrier has submitted proposals to ·
postal operations.
S403 General Duties:
the Postal Service which he claims
(a) The Postal Service shall plan, increase efficiency in the flow of
develop, promote and provide mail by using "address codes" and
adequate and efficient postal ser- modern technological advances.
vices at· fair and reasonable rates The retired mail carrier, Harvey
and fees. (b) It shall be the Gordon, and his proposals will be
responsibility of the Postal Ser- the subject of th e continuation of
vice ... (l) To maintain an efficient the article next week.

SADDLE
IN'

TOG GS
STRAW HATS from
$12-$15

NOW

·at

Mills

Saddle 'n
toggs ·

Downtown
4th & Main
962-2312

DIVE FOR A GLASS OF
WINEGARS MILK SOON

* 2%

milk .

*Grade A · milk
*Past/Homo

6 7"'

l /2 gallon

66 ¢

l /2 gallon

6 7 ct

l / 2 gallon

mi lk

Winegar'sDPdVE••
Located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion

411 .W• .1 &th •• 921-1821 Open Monday thru Saturday 1 p.m.-1 p.m.
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(~-------O~p_i_n~io_n~._p_a_g_e_________J
Italy, US ioin in 'political significance'
By CLINT ROBBINS
Elio Gabbuggiani, mayor of
Florence and a leading member of
· the Italian Communist party, visited Detroit last month to enhance
friendship and build better understanding between his country and
· the United States.
Detroit's Mayor Coleman Young
had invited Gabbuggiani, who has
been a party member since 1943
and is now on the Communist
Central Committee of Italy, so the
~ two might discuss views on urban
· renewal and decay of their inner
cities. The Italian mayor was the
first important Communist guest
of the new Carter administration
and his visit obviously has oolitical
~ignifica~ce for both countries ..
-A recent issue of the Christian
Science Monitor reported Gabbuggiani's interest in reassuring
the United States "that the healing of mistrust on both sides is
p0ssible." The American .Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) has
, spent over $65 million to prevent
Communist victories in Italian
national elections.
Top American officials have
presumably been apprehensive
about Communist success in this
southern European country because of its importance in the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). Italian ports on the
Mediterranean would b\e very
strategic for the allies in the event
of an attack from the Warsaw Pact
countries.
At question is the actual amount
of independence Italian (and other
non-Soviet or East European)
Communists enjoy from the controls of Moscow. The Florentine
mayor, in the Monitor a~ticle,
stressed his belief "that action to
change (economic, political and
social) structures cannot take
place except in a context of
freedo!!l and of the pluralism of
politic~.! parties."
Says the Monitor, "At the
regional, provincial and municipal
level the Communists have held
power for many years, and here
they have proved their loyalty to
the rules of the democratic game."
The city council of Florence,
made up mostly of Communists
and Socialists, has discussed the
problems of Soviet dissidents and
taken criticism from Moscow, just
as President Carter.
But it is the validity of the
party's claim to independence that
has always frightened and is still
bothering American anti-Commu-
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always been on Italian ballots.
It is an interesting semantic
note that the Italian Liberal party
is to the right of center while the
Italian Repbulican party is to the
left of center, both quite unlike
their American namesakes. The

"Marx is not a Bible for us ...
There is not one Marxism in the
world, but many. It is a theoretical
Although the Italian Socialists
text open to many interpretations," said Aldo Tortorella, a were inspired by the above rev- Fascist party is illegal in Italy but
leading Italian Communist party . olution, they failed in an attempt that philosophy is represented in
theoretician in another recent to bring down the Italian govern- the neoFascist Italian Movement
ment by a general strike. This party, which usually finishes beissue of the Monitor.
caused the first great rift in the hind the Socialist party.
Tortorella, a member of the party and the revolutionary wing
party's executiv:e committee, said broke away in 1921 to form the
Americans, though, rarely pay
the Italian Communists criticized Italian Communist party.
attention to the Facists resurthe Soviet Union for the latter's
gence around the world and the
invasion of Czechoslovakia nine
Universal male suffrage had
CIA dollars to the bumbling and
years ago and "we continue to begun in 1919 and three years corrupt Christian Democrats have
raise our voices against infringe- later the dictator Mussolini formed
contributed to the success of both
ments on liberty wherever they his coalition government despite_ the Italian Communists and the
.~ay tak~ place."
only limited fascist success in the
Italian Fascists, the opposite exvoting. The non-Fascists parties in tremes.
However, a recent article in the the coalition, says Samuel H.
New York Times revealed quite Barnes in his essay on Italy
Italy's Communist party is the
another trend in the Italian Com- published in Richard Rose's Elec- world's third largest and, says
munist party very dissimilar to the toral Behavior, "were soon weeded Barnes, "If we accept the attitudes
remarks of Gabbuggiani and out and opposition parties largely and expectations of most of its
Tortorella.
leaders, militants and voters as
destroyed."
Two key figures in the party not
expressed in interviews (with
only criticized Carter's human
During the Second World War Barnes), it has little in common
rights stand but said the Italian and Italian cooperation with with these two (Soviet and Chiparty must remain with the Soviet Hit'.cr, Italian communists and nese) ruling communist parties."
Union.
o. : ~r anti-Fascists took to the hills
But what is the philosophy of
Armando Cossutta, a member of to mount a partisan movement for the Italian Communist party on
the party directorate, said Carter the return of democracy to Italy. NATO, on economics (e.g., the
was endangering det~nte and Mayor Gabbuggiani was one of European Common Market) and
Luciano Radice, a · member of the many Italians who were intro- other issues about which the rest
Central Committee, said that if the duced to Communism during that of the West (and Moscow) can only
guess until the Italian Communists
Communists were elected to movement.
come to power?
·
·
power in Italy, "We would choose
A i ·erendum after Mussolini's
the Soviet side, of course."
execution by the partisans, reTortella says in the Monitor,
Radice later qualified his re- jected the Italian monarchy in "We think that our goal, what we
marks but added that an Italian 1946 and also "elected a con- call socialism, is a way to organize
Communist government's reaction stituent assembly that drew up a society, the state and certain
to American "imperialist aggres- new constitution. It is the basic aspects of production, not on the
sion to roll back socialism" would document that governs Italy to- basis of some abstract theory, but
be to "feel entirely absolved of any day," notes the Barnes essay. on the basis of society's real n_e eds.
obligation of 'loyalty' to the 'deFurther, states the author, "The
fensive' character of NATO."
socialist movement has chronically
"Therefore, we are not against a
Although these remarks had yet suffered from disunity .. .It has market economy," he says and
to appear in the party's news- always contained a wide spread of continues that his party must
paper, L'Unita, they must lead to opinion ranging from reformist to understand not only "the inadquestions about the real autonomy revolutionary, and this opinion has equacy of pure capitalism as a
found political expression_ system" but also "the faults comof the Partito Communista Ital- usually
in at least two parties.
mitted in socialist states."
iano. The obvious point -is that as
Tortorella asserts that "the
many debates exist within the
Various coalitfonsnave formed ,
welfare
state (which he says has
Italian Communist party as within almost 40 different governments
either of the popular American in Italy in only 34 years and the become a God for countries such as
parties. Historical perspective of Italian Communist party has been Sweden) is not of itself an answer.
Italian Socialism.
a strengthening second since 1948, We want to go beyond the welfare
Infighting among the leftists in with the Italian Socialist party state" to achieve democracy for
Italy is almost as old as their third. The voting re~ord (turnout) the masses; "the full participation
socialist movement itself. A brief for the Italian electorate has been - of citizens in all aspects of socie~y."
survey of the Italian Socialist, of very good and since 1948 over 90
Enrico Berlinguer, Secretary
which there are currently three, per cent of those eligible have
General
and head of the Italian
and Communist party histories is voted. This is made even more
Communist party, said in the
in order.
remarkable when one considers
magazine Saturday Review almost
Modern Ifaly's history began in the large quantity of parties
one year ago, "We favor mem1861 with the unification of ter- ·(currently nine major) that hav~
bership in NATO and friendship
with the United States." Former
President Ford said in that same
EDITOR :
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article, "any communist governBUSINESS MANAGER:
ment would ... undermine the aims
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ritories (Rome was also incorporated in 1870) and the Italian
Socialist party was born in 1892,
more than two decades before the
successful Bolshevik Revolution in
Russia.
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points ·out, however, that there are
those who have the same suspicion
about the Soviets and Chinese,
ev~n though Moscow and Peking
have been firing at each other in
writing and in bullets for many
years.
Italian Communists have, as
Longworth notes, achieved their
success democratically at the polls
·and, one must add, they have been
successful without assistance from
the CIA or Vatican City. Com~
munist leadership has also -been
very good in many Italian (and
French) cities "expecially by comparison_ with the graft and inefficiency in other cities (controlled by the Christian Democrats)."
Ironically for anti-Communist
Americans, a truly independent
Italian Communist government
"might find their NATO membership a useful shield (from the
Soviets)." Continuing, Longworth
asks, "What is the alliance for, if
not to protect its members from
the Russians?" What for indeed?
According to the 1975 edition of
the Political Handbook of the
World, the NATO alliance exists
to promote further development of
friendly relations between its
members. The United States now '
knows that $65 million cannot buy
friendship. If we truly respect
democracy, we must give this
political philosophy room to work
in Italy (and all other countries).The handbook also shows that
our paranoia vis-a-v:is Communist ..
participation in NATO is unfounded. "Since (the mid-1950's),
the alliance has been involved in a
virtually continuous effort at ad- ~
justment to changing political and
military conditions." Any good
system cannot "long endure" (a la
Abe Lincoln) unless it is adaptable
to legitimate additions (i.e., an
Italian Communist government).
With some exceptions (the
latest being Cossutta and Radie),
Italian Communists have long
demonstrated their respect for
and loyalty to the western idea of
democracy. Continued negative
American reactien to the party
will only strenthen the arguments
of the revolutionary members in
the party which has, says Longworth, "been more political party
than revolutionary cabal."
An excellent point is made in
this month's issue of Atlas magazine by Michel Gordey: "I think
Moscow would be very happy to
keep Giscard d'Estaing (sic) and
the good old capitalists in France
and Italy. They (the Soviets) get
credits and technology, and do
business with them."

Gordey notes the "Eurocommunism" (a term used by European Communists to emphasize
their independence from Moscow)
in Italy has offered a platform of
defense for Soviet and East EuroThe question asked by Long- pean dissidents and has brought
worth is one that must be studied back bitter memories for Moscow
by every American at every point of their short-lived friendship with
on the political spectrum: "Is it the Peki .• g. Communists for the
American purpose to deny Euro- Kremlin can sometimes be more of
peans the right to elect . any a pain in the ass than capitalists.
It wouldn't be surprising to
government they wish, even if
that government includes com- discover, for instance, that the
munists?" How committed is the committee of State Security
United States and its citizens to (KGB) has been chipping in rubles
democracy?
for the Christian Democrats. And
There are many who feel the the Partio Communista Italiano,
independence of the Italian Com- once it does come to power, will
munists from Moscow to be no have no one to thank but the
more than a form masking the real Italian voters. Hey, isn't that the
connection between these two way democracy is supposed to
parties. The Longworth article work?
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To th·e editor
I

Operator
refuses to
cooperate

I

23 per cent claimed that a Jew is knows!
a person who considers himself a
It is to explore this intriguing
Jew
situation (and other aspects) that
19 per cent held that a man born the Hebrew-Christian Association
Matt Knut~n
to a Jewish mother or who is being organized. Come to our
8 9 Moore Hali
converts to Judaism is a Jew
discussion group this Friday {May
13 per cent said a Jew is one 6) at 6:30 pm in the Taneum Room
who lives in Israel or who iden- (SUB 107) and share in the fun!
tifies with the Jewish State
Earlier this year, you carried an
article in the Crier 'concerning the
13 per cent stated that a Jew is Daniel Shaddox
one who observes the Jewish . Acting Chairman
operators at campus information.
religious practices
If I remember correctly, you
Hebrew-Christian Association
11 per cent answered that a Jew
presented them as a hard-working
is one who is raised a Jew
and efficient organization (work9 per cent said they could not
ing) 24 hours a day, 12 months a
define it.
year, etc.). From a rather horThus, Jews can't d~cide what they
rendous experienoe, I would seriare, and neither can we! All we can
.QJJ.~ly like to question their comsay is what we think we are not.
petency.
.
First .off, let me clarify the fact
Nor is this dilemma new. With
On the evening of April 25, I
that we do not see the Hebrew- the rise of Zionism and the
How would you like to be .in Christian Associatfon as a Chris- establishment of Israel, the relibecame quite ill. Running a ternperature almost 104, I dedded it serhus trouble, call campus in- · tian mission to the Jews. Some gious aspect of Jewishness for
The famed Budweiser Clydes'.might be best-that I go to the cam- formation for an emergency num- apparently, think we are a local many Jews is declining. Along
'dales were on public display Tues.,
pus infirmary (that was about her, and '.;hen be · interrogated branch of Jews for Jesus, but this with this, the traditional barriers
May 3 on Central's campus, out11:15 pm). The high tempe~ature while you're ""dying?!! I personally · is not so!
against Christianity for the Jew is
:had made my head a little dizzy feel this kind· of behavior in a . So what are we? That is no easy fading and many are becoming side of Samuelso"n Union Building.
and I questioned the possibility of public service job such as campus question! To illustrate, an Israeli curious about the Messiah. And on
The eight-horse hitch of the
my being able to walk there safely. oper3:_tor should ,be condemned. It paper (Jerusalem Post 11/25/68) · the other hand, Israel's impact Anheuser-Busch Co. visited ElI then decided that 1 would call disturbs me to think that it could published a survey on what "Jew" upon Christians has been that
lensburg from 11 am to 2 pm.
Campus Security to see if thev havt~ been someone in much ~ore meant to Jews, with these results: many now are beginning tu appreA short campus tour by the
12 per cent declared that a Jew ciate the Hebrew heritage of
could give me a ride. Not knowing serious condition than myself, and
team
and its three-and-a-half ton
their number, I called campus .t hat he/she might not have been is a person whose father or mother Jesus, who was himself a Jew!
information. I simply asked ' the able to get any help. I hope the . is Jewish or who has a Jewish What will come of this? Who wagon was planned to take an
invited group of town and college
leaders around town and campus,
but due to some sharp turns the
__m_e--th_e___
___
wagon would have to make, the
tour on the wagon was _ later
cancelled.
By Les Fitzpatrick
The team, which travels in three
large vans, stopped in Ellensburg
enroute to Wenatchee for the May
7 Apple Blossom Festival Parade.
number of Campus Security. For
some reason unknown to me, she ·
had to know the reason why I
wanted them. Not sensing at first
that she had no business asking, I
obliged and told her that I didn't
. have enough confidence to walk to
the infirmary alone. She became
annoyed with my call (maybe
thinking it was a prank) and with
total lack of feeling replied, "that
Campus Security was not a taxi
service." With "'this kind · of response I became as upset as I was
sick, 3rnd ended our conver$ation
with a loud "F--- Y--." And for t\le
first time in my life, I really meant
it!! Fortunately, a neighbor was
still awake and gave me a ride
down to the infirmary.

(,'.r_a_t-~r_- ~_n_d_u_t_y_t_o_· gi_·v_e

call the. night .of the 25th has
something to think about.

H-ebr.ew / .
Christians
wish to

'Gentle
giants'
_paraded

re~tify

.fe_m- ~l_e-_~ p_e-~a_t_o_r_w_~_o_~-·sn_-wJl_~_~_ed-~-~-Y- I_:_~_o_u_s~-,----------------------------------------~-----i·~

_S upporters ·of lawn concerts
should rally to BOC office

Barto lawn free concerts have
been a traditiOn at Central and
should be encouraged.
The Ranch Tavern, in cooperation with the residents of Barto
Hall, have, in the past, sponsored
free concerts Wednesday afternoons, featuring the band appearing at the Ranch· that evening.
This tradition was dropped last
year. however, when the Ranch
closed. Since then attempts have
been made to ·continue the free
concerts prograni, but with little
success.
Louie and the Rockets performed the only Barto lawn free
. concert held last year but, disappointingly, played for only an
hour. They cut the concert short
because of a lack of money to pay
the band.
Why do we need free concerts?
Perhaps . the best reason is the
need for entertainment for those
between the ages of 18 and 21, the

By

played excellent music for four
age of most of Central's students.
Tpe 21 year old Jegal drinking · hours.
age in Washington State causes · "'Perhaps one way these concerts
serious social problems for those could become a regular event is by
who are out of high s~hool but not moving Papa John's outdoors
while the weather is good in the
old enough to "go downtown."
It is difficult for persons to find springtime. Papa John's is an
adequate social activity at this indoor all-musicians welcome, muage. Tchis is evident in the number ical happening, every Wednesday
·of people under 21 who frequent or evening in the SUB basement.
These concerts could easily be
attempt to frequent bars and
sponsored by the ASC. Perhaps
nightclubs. .
We are not suggesting that the the only obstacle in planning
adoption of free concerts will stop concerts is the acquisition of a
persons under 21 from attempting , stage and sound equipment.
In the words of T.J. Hunter,
to frequent bars and nightclubs,
but Barto lawn concerts and other "It's no trouble finding people to
social activities geared for persons · get involved with this (concerts),
under 21 are greatly needed.
1 everyone W(l.Jlts to be a part of it.
1
This year attempts again are Finding a stage is the only
being made to provide free musical problem."
We urge everyone interested in
entertainment on Barto lawn.
On April 22 the ASC sponsored having such concerts express their
the appearance of Roy Harris and opinions by writing to John
Release. After a slow start, Harris Drinkwater, ASC manager~ or
and his group got moving, and write or speak to members of the .

Stu McMullen

Board of Control (BOC).
Perhaps, through cooperation,
this musical tradition will be reinstated on Central's campus. ,
--.~~~~:;::';i~''*-""<~~-,,
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The Budweiser Clydesdales are
specially selected horses, usually
three ~o four years old, which
averag~ about 2,300 pounds in
weight. All of the horses are bay in
color with white faces and leg
swckings.
Standing about 17 to 19 hands
high, each horse has shoes made
from a near five-pound piece of
steel almost two feet long.
The harnesses for the eighthorse team is valued at close to
$30,000.

DON'T FORGET

MOTHER'S .
DAY
MAYB

~
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TV stunts personal growth
The televisio·n is a unique device
enabling us to relax, learn about /
current events, a.s well as live
through the days of yesterday.
But it is also a device that, if
abused, can stand ·in the way of
personal interaction and personal
growth.
For those people who continually watch TV, the time spent
watching TV could probably be
better spent reading - or doing
some homework. By doing this,
most students could probably do ·
better in their studies than they
_presently are doing. After all,

watching "Sanford and Son,"
"Charlie's Angels," or "Future
Cop," hardly helps one study for a
math test.
. As for personal interaction, the
TV most certain}~ stands in the
way. For while the TV is on, it is
very difficult for anyone to carry
out any type of formal or informal
discussion. Just think of how
many times you have started to
say something while the TV was
on,_ only to have someone ask you
to shut up, even though they have
watched the program four times
before and could probable recite
every line. Needless:to say, fhis is

a pretty frustrating experience.
Thus, this spring it might be a
good idea for us all to monitor our
TV watching behavior.
Ask
yourself why you are watching the
TV. Perhaps it is because you are
bored or depressed. Whatever the
reason why, ask yourself if there
isn't something else you might do
to might help promote your personal growth or personal interaction.
Most likely there are
hundreds of things you might do
instead of watching the TV, and by
doing these things, you might lead
yourself into areas you have never
explored.

We're
counting

on

you•
FREE
GIFTWRAPPING
Red Cross.
The Good Neighbor.
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Wiseman, Frederic:k r~call incidents
-

-

......._

...

By PAMELA WHITENER

He uses black and white film in
his work and does little if any .
Four mass media students and research before shooting the foottheir instructors recently attended age. According to Wiseman, "The
the Saul and Dayee Haus lecture film itself is the research."
on the University of Washington
He added that what he may
(U of W) campus.
imagine the film to be before it is
~.
Becky Perrie, David Payson, edited, and the final copy, are
Larry "Bob" Hanson and Pamela extremely different. Wiseman also
Whitener, as well as professors said he never fails to be surprised
. . and advisors James Goodrich and by the outcome of his films.
Roger Reynolds attended the eWiseman rarely gets written
vent on April 17 and 18.
releases for his subjects in the
Featured at the lecture were films due to the question of
·!, documentary
film · producer,, validity of a written release, but
Frederick Wiseman and interna- favors taped releases. He finds
tional affairs analyst, Pauline someone within the bureaucracy
Frederick.
who wants a film made and
Wiseman held a special screen- explains to them "straight out" the
ing of his works on Sunday in the reason for the film. He said he
,, U of W Student Union Building for rarely gets turned down for per.Z the college students attending · mission ·to shoot by those in the
' :.t from the various Washington colbureaucratic system.
leges.
One problem Wiseman ~-~iQJ_!!_
flis academic degree is in law the documentary films of his type,
and htJ_ be~an his docum~ntary is that the cameraman has to be in
·work with the Titicut Follies in good shape.
,, f 967, an expose of · the MassaOne incident was in his shooting
ch-usetts State Facility for the· ·of Law and Order. A woman had
"' Criminally Insane:
a purse stolen and a policeman had
He used the film for his students found it. Wiseman had to run from
as a field exhibit at Boston the place the policeman had found
University Law School. Since that the purse to the woman, some 300
time, he has turned out a film feet, to get her expression on
documentary for television each finding her purse. He said, "So if
year. Among those are Essence, the audio is sometimes a little bad,
it is probably due to a lot of
Law and Order, Primate
Welfare, · Hospital, Basic Training . panting."
and Meat. .
. .
To accurately depict his subjects
Although critics have often said in film, Wiseman is many times
Wiseman's work is "grossly mis- lying in a circle of people with ~js
leading," he has received acclaim shotgun microphone about eight to
and numerous awards for his 1 10 inches from their faces. He
efforts in documentaries.
shoots' about 25 to every one shot
Speaking to the students on used in the final edited film.
Monday, Wiseman said, "There is
Even though Wiseman is only a
no right or wrong, it's what works few feet from the people he is
for you." Apparently the style shooting, he still maintains his
Wiseman employs works for him, anonyminity. He said very rarely
for he has a contract with a public do people break the sequence of
broadcasting station, . Channel 13 happenings; they don't break what
in New York to produce five they're doing.
"Institution Series" films.
On one occasion Wiseman

*

stopped the sequence of hap- men," being named as the outpenings to interv_~ne in !l:n _incid~nt standing woman in broadcasting in
during l1is fflm Hospital.
radio and television and awarded
' A Puerto Rican boy was- in the the Dupont and Peabody Awards
hospital with .crushed ribs and for broadcasting. ·
could not speak English. A laborShe graduated from the Ameriatory technician was trying to pick can University with a master's
up the boy who was in extreme degree in international law and
pain. Wiseman could understand also has an honorary doctorate of
the boy somewhat and stopped the humanities.
technician from doing any further
Frederick began her career in
harm to the boy.
journalism
by interviewing · the
Wiseman said he is usually
through shooting a film when he wives of diplomats for The Wash·
feels it is over, usually after 30 ington Star.
days of shooting, or 80 to 100,000
First on American Broadcasting
feet of film.
Company (ABC) and subsequently
"In the editing, I essentially do at National Broadcasting Company
what the audience does in watch- (NBC), Frederick has had her own
ing it," Wiseman said. He also said news program and has reported on
after viewing the thousands of feet political conventions as well as the
of film over and over again, he United Nations (UN). From the
develops a memory of all sequen- UN, she has covered crisis throughces and puts them together in the out the world, peginning with the
editing process.
Korean War.
Wiseman said after a film is
Speaking to the students, she
shot, , he works on the editing
US Ambassador to the UN
said
sometimes for 12 hours a day. But
he said, "When you're so involved Andrew Young, is a "Breath ot
fresh air" to past administrators,
in something, it's not work. You
especially in his opening relations
wouldn't be good ~r anything else
with Cuba and normalizing relaanyway."
·
tions with Viet Nam.
Also speaking to the Mass
She thought Young's integrity
Communications students was
Pauline Frederick, international was not harmed but his credibility
affairs analyst and producer for was strained in his comments on
the government of South Africa as
National Public Radio.
She has had a distinguished being "illegitimate."
career reporting on world affairs.
Frederick spoke of men similar
She served as the National Broad- to Young as being "a man ready tocasting Company's correspondent . fall between cliche' and indiscreto the United Nations for 21 years tion."
and made her first overseas broadShe continued by saying, "Carter
cast from Chungking, China in
now agrees with Andy (Young).
1945. Frederick was also the first
but at the time his comments on
woman to moderate a Presidential
South Africa were riot wise. They
debate when on October 6, 1976
were voiced on situations moving
she was the moderator for the
Gerald Ford - Jimmy Carter toward some type of resolution.
He (Young) has taken stand on
debate in San Francisco.
issues that had not been brought
Among her awards to be included are the Gallup Poll of the . out before and we need to bring
world's "Ten Mo~t Admired Wo- _ out new initiatives."

MONDAY, MAY 9
New Photographies
Art Film Series
Bou-Saada Dance Troµpe

P••TIVAL

or

TUESDAY, MAY Hj
Randall Hall Art
Gallery
·orchesis
SUB
Clover Park High School Hertz Auditorium
Orchestra
Romanian Folk Music
SUB Pit Area
Concert
Formal Disco Dance
SUB .

8 am-5 pm
(closed noon)
Noon
2 pm

Ware Fair
"Doctor's Dilemma"
Outdoor Dinner &
Entertainment
Papa John's
"Doctor's Dilemma"

Randal Hall Art
Gallery
SUB
SUB Pit Area
Holmes West Side
Area..
SUB Pit Area
McConnell Auditorium

During the McCarthy era,
Frederick said all of the stations
were under great pressure. All
speeches had to be submitted in
ailvance for censorship or approval
.~Y the managers of the stations.
A problem with the media and
coverage of the UN, according to
Frederick is when 85 per cent of
the _UN's work involves hunger,
famine and illiteracy, naming a
f~w, it only gets 15 per cent of the _
total publicity. The violence type
of publicity is 85 per cent when it
receives only 15 per cent of the
total work figure.
Frederick said, "Out of all the
human rights, the most important
human right is to be free from
war." And as in the case of Young,
she said "Diplomacy is a matter of
balance; at times a little quiet
diplomacy would be advised."

New Photographies

Randall Hall Art
Gallery
Ware Fair
SUB
Dance Collective
Grass Area South
of L&L Bldg.
Blaine High School Band, Hertz Auditorium
Choire & Swing Group
"Twelve Chairs" film
SUB Theatre
"Doctor's Dilemma"
McConnel Auditori um

8 am-8 pm
(closed noon)
9 am-9 pm ·
Noon
2 pm-3 pm
3, 7, 9:30 pm ($1)
8:30 pm ($1 ASC,
$2 general)

FRIDAY, MAY 13
Randall Hall Art
Gallery
SUB
Ware Fair
Clifford Cunha - Strings SUB Pit Area
Center for Campus
Friday Fest
Ministry
Hertz Auditorium
, 1st Annual Invitational
Jazz Festival
McConnell Audi"Doctor's Dilemma"
tori um
New Photographies

8 pm
9 pm (FREE)

WEDNESDAY, MAY 11
New Photographies

Having moderated a presidential debate, Frederick said they
are a great democratic procedure
and she hopes they will continue.

THURSDAY, MAY 12

Randal Hall Art
8 am-5pm
Gallery
(closed noon)
SUB Pit Area
10 am-4 pm
Hertz Auditorium · 7:30 pm (FREE)

New Photographies

She said, "Andy is daring to
bring out things that had not been
brought out before - to stir up
sleeping dogs who need to be
stirred to see what they need."
Frederick said Young knew
when he took the job, it would be
"suicidal unless you are runningfor Senator of New York," referring to Senator Moynihan .
Having worked for and with the
UN for many years, Frederick has
seen · the presidents throughout
the years and their minimal support of the UN activities.
"Most presidents seem to give
the UN the · back of their hands.
Jimmy seems to have given the
UN his support." We have gotten
out of a rut. We needed new ideas, new blood. I couldn't have said
- that before, but with Jimmy I feel ·
.I can now."

8 am-5 pm
(closed noon)
9 am-9 pm
Noon
4:45 pm

SATURDAY

I

8 am-5 pm
(closed noon)
9 am-9 pm
Noon
4 pm-7 pm
7 pm
8:30 pm ($1 ASC,
$2 general)

MAY 14

1st Annual Invitational
Hertz Auditorium 1:30 pm-4 pm
Jazz Festival
Jazz Festival Gala Concert Nicholson Pavilion 8 pm
"Doctor's Dilemma"
McConnell Audi8:30 pm ($1 ASC,
tori um
$2 general)

8 pm
8:30 pm ($1 ASC,
$2 eneral)

CWSC INVITATIONAL JAZZ FESTIVAL

Fr.iday May, 13
Concert featuring:
Hertz Auditorium 7 pm
Connell Jazz. Choir
Roosevelt Jazz Choir
(Seattle)
Kentridge Jazz Band
(Kent)
.
Lewis and Clark Jazz
Band (Spokane)
Kent-Meridian Jazz
Band (Kent)

Saturday May, 14
Jazz Clinic featuring:
Don Lanphere &
Pugh (Clinicians)

Hertz Auditorium 10:30 am - noon

Jazz Band II

SUB Pit

Concert featuring:
Lake Washington Jazz
Choir (Kirkland) ·
Franklin Jazz Combo
(Seattle)
Roosevelt Jazz Band
(Seattle)
Battleground Jazz Band

Noon

Hertz Auditorium 1:30 pm

Jazz Clinic featuring:
Ramsey Lewis & Group
(Clinicians)
Hertz Auditorium
Gala Concert featuring:
Ramsey Lewis, Jazz
Nicholson Pavilion
Pianist and his group
Guest Performers: Don
Lanphere, woodwinds
Jon Pugh, trumpet
CWSC Jazz Band I
CWSC Jazz Choir

4 pm

8 pm

.

'
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Review -system passes vote
By MARCI BAKER
Faculty mem'b ers voted in favor
of a propo~al which will establish a
system of review and. evaluation
for undergraduate programs on
campus.
The proposal, passed by a
margin of 28 votes, will provide a
system whereby the merit or
' worth of degree programs offered
: at Central can · be determined.
.According to the proposal, a
· review and evaluation committee
will be e~tablished and charged
with the task of studying a de~ee
program. Once they have done so,
they will forward their finding to
the Undergraduate Council, who
will in turn make recommenda·
tions to the Faculty Senate. The
council's recommendations could
result in actions varying from
minor changes in a program to the
. elimination of the program all
together.
Drafted by the Undergraduate
Program Review and Evaluation
· Committee, the proposal is a
· response to the intentions of the
Council on Post-Secondary Educa-.
tion (CPE).
In theh: ~ive-}"~_~r_p~~~· ~ti~- ~_p_~
said they were "obliged by law" to
review undergraduate programs.
It ~~pressed its intention to have
such reviews completed by the end
of the 1975-77 biennium. AccordinR' to memorandum dated

January 27, 1977, Donald Schlies-man, dean of undergraduate studies, felt it would be advantageous
to Central to "develop_ our own
review and evaluation program
and policy rather than to have
such a system imposed upon us by
an external agency:
The '75-'77 biennium will end in
June and the CPE is behind
schedule. According to Schliesman, the CPE will obvfously not
. begin its reviewing of undergraduate programs by June. However, in a previous interview, he
said he believed they would get to
it early next fall.
Though the CPE's plans are
lagging behind schedule, they may
not be lagging enough to prevent
the CPE from imposing its review
and evaluation system on Central.
Schliesman said he does not think
Central's review system can be
implemented until fall quarter,
1978. That is a full year after he
predicts the CPE will begin their
reviews.
Schliesman said there is still
more work to be done before the
proposal can be implemented. For
one thing, he said the committee
must finish development of criteria by which to base their
evaluations on. "That is done in
rough draft," he said, "but committee wants to go over it some
more."
Duncan McQuarry, chairman of

the Undergraduate Program Re-view and Evaluation Committee,
said that the criteria will eventually cover five general areas.
They include a description of the
characteristics of the program, the
quality of faculty, student input,
physical facilities available and the
administration of the program or
department.
·
McQuarry said these areas will
not be strict criteria, but rather
will be "guidelines to aid reviewers in evaluating programs
and departments." In the end, he
continued, "It will depend on the
department being evaluated. You
can't use the same criteria for all
programs because each program i_s
different."
After the criteria has been
extablished, Schliesman , said a
schedule must be :ryade up determining which programs to start
with and when each review will be
made.
"We're obviously not going to
get to it by this fall," he said. "But
whether it's too late or not we still
have an approved program review
ang evaluation policy."
"We need to begin as soon as
possible," Schliesman said, "I hope
we can be into it by a year from
this fall." Schliesman added that if
the proposal can be implemented
any earlier than that, it sould be
much better.

Investment Club drives
to raise $30,000
A drive to collect $30,000 for the
Central Investment Fund is being
conducted in part by Helmi Habib,
chairman of the Faculty Senate.
The purpose, according to Habib, is to provide scholarships for
new students in an attempt ·to
bring up the enrollment count here
on campus.
The drive is "a two-pronged
·thrust", according to Habib. He is
trying to involve both the community and the faculty.

out and solicit for contributions
from selected people around Ellensburg.
The faculty will become involved by going out and helping solicit
contributions and bL c~ntributing
to the fund directly. Habib says he
is pushing for $100 per faculty
member either to contrfbute one
lump or spread it out as $10 a
month. "Right now we have ea~ily .
identif!ed 37 faculty members who
will not only contribut~. but also
_go out with the business men."

in

A group of 46 businessmen,
headed by Joe Kelleher of Kelleher Motors, are involved in this
The money will be used for
drive. They're interested in the · general scholarships next year.
college remaining as a variable "We're looking for high school and
academic instituion both for eco- junior college transfer kids who
nomic and cultural reasons. Ac- are both scholarly and student
cording to Habib, each business leaders." He says this will not only
man a~d a faculty member will go help enrollment here on campus,

Pool tentatively open
for weekend users
On Sunday, May l, about 50
families were turned away from
using Central's swimming pool.
The pool was supposed to have
been reserved for the Co-Rec
program between 1 pm and 5 pm
a-ccording to the spring quarter
schedule put out by Mike McLeod,
recreation c.oordinator. But Mc
Leod said that due to lack of
proper funds, Co-Rec was unable
to pay for the lifeguard required to
be on duty when the pool is in use.
He also said the procedure of the
past three years was to close the
pool to Co-Rec shortly after the
beginning ·of spring quarter.
McLeod said, "Our records show
the pool is used more du~ing the
winter months. We open it the
last half of fall quarter, all of
winter quarter and the first few
weeks of spring quarter."
He said the procedure is used
because it is when most people use
the pool. "We have been using this
procedure for the last three years
and that is why we didn't feel it
was necessary ·to advertise the
closure."

He said the records showed
more people than usual used the
pool during Saturday for spring
quarter, but the. amount wasn't
near the number of people using it
during 'w inter quarter.
Because interest in the pool has
grown spring ·quarter, McLeod
said Co-Rec was going to try to get
further funding so it could continue to remai-fl open on weekends
during spring quarter.
McLeod said, "There are two
basic reasons why the pool was
closed on Sunday. One is because
qf the lack of funds to maintain a
lifeguard, and the other is because
that has been the procedure for
three years."
"The pool will be open both this
Saturday and Sunday," McLeod
said. "We hope to get about $~75
so we can continue to keep the pool
open on the weekends."
According to the Co-Rec schedule, the pool should be open from
1 pm to 5 pm on both Saturday and ·
Sunday. McLeod said "People are
enjoying the pool more and that's
good."

but also the academic atmosphere
to have people on campus with
both those abilities._ __
The drive begins May 3 and will
carry on through-out the month 1
untii the goal is reached. Habib
says they may continue on after
May and try to get as much as they
can.

Money

Degree program
offers fash io'n
as career
Fashion Merchandising is an
interdepartmental major leading
to a Bachelor of Arts degree. It is
administered jointly by the Departments of Home Economics,
Family & Consumer Studies and
Business Education.
Blaine Wilson, program advisor
in the Business Education depart.ment said, "The purpose of the
major is to give the student a
strong background in the basics of
clothing and merchandising." Wil- ·
son added, "The students graduating in fashion merchandising will
be able to work in the areas of
fashion design, fashion buying and
fashion management and promotion."
Pearl Douce', program advisor .
in home ecnomics and family and
consumer studies, believes that
more students will be attracted to
Central because of the fashion
merchandising program. ·
Mark Honey, a student in the
fashion merchandising program
said, "I wanted to do something in
clothing, but I just couldn't pinpoint it." Honey talked to Douce'
about setting up his own curriculum, including courses he felt
would be of benefit and interest to
him.
Bruce De Rize, a new student in
fashion merchandising, said he is
very enthusiastic about the home
economics classes he is required to
take. Some of the choices include
basic sewing skills. clothing construction or clothing selection.
Honey said, "Fashion merchandising is something you can really
get into and enjoy." He added that
the home · economics courses are

Talks

Part of the money
you give the American
Cancer Society helps
the International
Association of
Laryngectomees help
thousands of people
to learn to talk again
after their voice boxes
·· have been removed.
Give to the
American Cancer
Society. .

not that time consuming. Guest
speakers help to enhance the
classes.Fashion mercha,ndising is. a 75credit _ major. -The courses considered are selected primarily
from the distributive education,
·business education and home economics, family and consumer studies departments. Wilson said the
various cours-es selected provide
the students with the information
relative to the production, distribution and consumption of clothing
and textiles.
In addition to the regularly
scheduled classes, the students
will gain practical work experience
in agencies which deal in fashion
merchandising. Wilson said that
arrangements have been made
with major retailers and manufacturers to assist the students in
.practical, on-the-job-training.
Wilson and Douce' are ready to
assist any and all students interested in the fashion merchandising
program. They are enthusiastic
about answering any questions to
those students having a desire to
enter the world of fashion designing, fashion buying and fashion
·management and promotion.
Wilson can be reached at ShawSmyser 218-C. His phone number
is 963-1744. Pearl Douce' · can be
reached at Michaelsen 226. Her
phone number is 963-1366.

TaK•r a ·s
Peugeot''
81cvctes ·Repairs • Sain· Servtee
Closed Monday's -

307 N . Mo•n • .9:1!>-3326

For men -& ·women ...

TOUGH AS ALL
OUTDOORS
COME

TRY ON
A PAIR!

I RED WING Ir.I
MUNDY'S

Downtown

have ILJnch outdoors

THE

TAV

Serving our
Regular Menu

Food

Hours

Plus BBQ your

M-F

l l :30-7 :30

own Hamburgers

Sat

12:00-7 :00
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Arts & Entertainlllent
It's a happen in'

Jon Daigneault

Huey, De-weysplit; Louie rocks his rolls
Direct from Portland, there
· they were, playing for the standing room only crowd at Goofy's-Louie an'd the Rockets. Just the
name elicited thoughts of Haveline
30 weight and the Fonz. Louie's
still the Fonz, but with the new
five piece band with sax, keyboards, drums, bass and guitar,
there's less grease needed to
operate the "Rockets".
Louie feels the new band has
more to offer. The band, besides
playing all the old '50's be-bop
they're noted for (Mitch Ryder's
Devil with the Blue Dress, Good
Golly Miss Molly, Elvis Presley's
Caught in a Trap), is also now
doing "production numbers" (Alice
Cooper's Only Women Bleed, Richard Harris's MacArthur Park).
Their old format has been broken
up "to prove we can play intricate
music".
Louie, who performs only on the
second and fourth sets, has some
profound philosophy concerning
the added variety--if all you hear is
"rock and roll and disco, you
wanna puke, right?" Right, Louie...
He remembered the time his old
band beat me up for playing their
drummer's set while they were out

on a break. That was over four
years ago. If I drank as much
booze as Louie, I wouldn't be able
to remember what happened four
minutes ago.
Louie seemed to be havin' as
much fun as the audience. "We've
been here (in Ellensburg) 15 times
in 3 years. College towns are the
wildest--they get down," said Louie.
Still. "Wierd things happen. There's
some loose mother-f------ out there."
Nothing seems to bother him,
though. 'Tm havin' a kick just
doin' what I'm doin' - I love it".
Not everybody loves it, though.
One time a women's libber took
exception to one of Louie's many
sexual innuendos and smashed the
hell out of his microphone. "She
was really pissed." Donned in his
blue jeans and black leather jacket, Louie keeps right on with the
sexually suggestive lyrics and
overt sexual gestures.
Louie and the boys have fun on
the road as well as on stage. Their
idea of fun is punching chairs
through ceilings. One of Louie's

fonder memories is the two progoes to the "vocalist", and the "not
miscuous 18 year old sisters ... sufsince Frank Zappa" award to the
fice it to say the band has been
guitarist of the "bizarroid" beatnik
sexually liberated since that time ...
duo who entertained the 70 or so in
the band carries around "a gallon _ attendance at Papa John's. At first
jug of f... ... tetracycline."
glance, they appeared like any
Louie and the Rockets are
bucking for national noteriety.
Their song Don't Look, Virginia is
Number 17 (with a bullet) in
Nashville, Tennessee.
Where else but in Amerika?
Last week's Papa John's had it's
ups and downs. Most of the music
presented brought me up, but the
faulty P.A. system brought me
down.
The best acts of the evening
were Julie Beckley (guitar, vocal).
Her voice was superb but her
selection of material was weak.
Keith Watts, piano, played some
tasteful original music. (I could've
sworn I heard influence from
Keith Jarrett and Rick Wakeman,
if that combination is possible).
Matt Carlson exhibited strong
vocals accomp~nying his amusing
selection of songs.
This week's "too high" award

"A darkly chilling tale. Sarah Miles is
a vibrant, but sexually repressed
young widow. Breathtaking beauty
and idyllic charm - lovingly
photographed."
-Kathleen Carroll, New York Daily News

'Savage' beguiles
despite setting
By MICHELLE BRUNSON

assured wife six times over.
Peggy's performance was very
creative.
Portraying Jeff and Dr. Emmet, Brent Bankson and Ronnie
Payne were very disappointing.
Both actors were very dry and
boring in their roles. They seemed
to lack imagination and flair.
Filled with laughter, the play
also had it's serious moments in the
closing scenes.
The effective
usage of lights in the closing scene
was an excellent touch to the very
emotionally moving ending. The
loneliness of Mrs. Savage made
one weep inside.
The Threepenny Playhouse was
an ·inadequate location for the
production of the play. With most
of the action taking place · to the
audiences' right, half of the audience was staring at the backs of
the characters which I didn't find
very entertaining. With better
planning, it seems the play setting
could have been altered to avoid
the inconvenience to the audience.
Behind the humor of the play
lies a reality of today. Pathetic in
a way, the greed of the Savage
children is reflected in many
people today-people who foolishly
abandon their dignity and sacrifice
their self-pride while contending
with greed-motivated actions.

Opening night of The Curious
. Savage was an evening filled with
laughter and magnificent entertainment.
Mrs. Savage, a very witty
woman with great insight , was
portrayed by Kandy Barker. Barker did a remarkable job portraying
a 60 year-old woman outraged by
her children's greed and frustrated by being committed to a mental
institution.
Barkers
speech,
. movements and facial expressions
· were very convincing and realistic.
Overall, Barker's performance was
nothing less than excellent.
A very humorous· and delightfully crazy ch~racter, Fairy l\ilay
was portrayed by Debbie Cowell.
What seemed to be a demanding
role was handled with exceptional
acting ability by Cowell. From
her girlish mannerisms to her
overwrought emotional state,
Debbie handled the character of
Fairy May very well.
Patrick Radford, in the role as
Titus Savage, was also very good.
Portraying a rather rude and
loathsome character, Patrick displayed topnotch acting qualities.
Peggy Robertson, a senior at
Ellensburg High School, portrayed
Lily Belle Savag-e, a chic and

That's Entertainment
THURSDAY, -MAY 5

WEDNESDAY, MAY 11

-There will be a fine arts event
in the SUB Pit at noon.
- The Sailor Who Fell From
Grace With The Sea will be the
feature ASC movie of the week in
the SUB Theatre. Show times are
3, 7, and 9:30 pm. Admission is $1.
- Sehome High School's band
will be performing in Hertz Hall at
2 pm.
- Jennifer and John Rinehart
will be giving a piano recital in
Hertz Hall.

- Goofy's Band will be performing in the SUB Pit at noon.
- Papa John's will begin at 8 pm
in the SUB Pit.
- There will be a recorder
concert in Hertz Hall at 8 pm.
- The Doctor's Dilemma, a
drama production, will be opening
in McConnell Auditorium at 8 pm.
Admission is $1 for students and
$2 for adults. The play will run
through May 14.
THURSDAY, MAY 12

TUESDAY, MAY 10

ATTHE
SAMUELSON UNION
BUILDING THEATRE
Today & tonight
3, 7, & 9pm

$ l .00

other normal acid casualties, but
their deep "heavy truths" enlightened me with insights into the
nature of mankind and society.
It takes all kinds to make the
musical world go 'round .....

- Orchesis will be performing in
the SUB Pit at noon.
- The Twelve Chairs will be the
ASC featured movie of the week.
Show times in the SUB theatre
will be 3, 7, and 9:30 pm with a $1
admission price.

- Paul Dalton, vocalist, will be
performing his senior recital in
Hertz Hall at 8 pm.
_
_.
- A formal but free disco night
will feature Stevie Wonder in the
SUB cafeteria from 9 pm to 12 pm.
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Buy one sandwich

on our menu and get
sandwich for $1.00
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Fantasy cure delights viewers
By JANET. EHRLICll

Doctor Colenso Ridgeori has just
been knighted in England for his
supposed cure .for tuberculosis. Sir
Ridgeon's"means to this end 'were
a little bizarre as his serum, ill its
. · e.xperimental sta;ges, rotted a _woman's arm off. Ridgeon dismissed
this - with, "Poor Janef . Ho-wever~
she m·akes a good living out of that.
arm now by showing it at medical
. lectures."
Sir Patrick Cullen, an old,
ca·ustic,. Irish doctor has. announc.-

ed, "I've killed people with them
(inoculations) and I've cured people with them; but I gave them up
because I never could tell which I
was going to do."
The surgeon, Cutler Walpole, ·
has made ~seless· operations, sue}].
as cutting out nonfunctioriary' organs, the height of fashion. ·
Sir Ralph Bloomfield Bonington
heals ju"st"... by the .mere. · incompatibility of diseas~ or _3.1!_xiety with his welcome presence.
· In ·fact, even bro.ken bones, it ·is
_§_~J_d, have bee_n known to unit" at

the sound of his voice."
And Loony Schutzmacher has
revealed that his successful practice is due to his blatant circus
advertis ement, "Cure Guarantee.d."
WhQ ~re _ !hese physicians of
such questionable skill and integrity? They are characters from
Bern-a rd Shaw's engaging comedy,
The Doctor's Dilemma, which is
being presented ·in McConnell
Auditorium, May 11th through
Ma:v 14th. They are played, in ·
respective order, by Bruce Hop-

kins, Rob McElfresh, Cliff Jones,
E.D. Torrey_ · · and Peter . Gries.
They are also being duped, shocked, beaten at their own game by a
languid, consumptive patient and
artist, Louis Dubedat, played by
Max Worst.
Louis is m.ost often accompanied
by his· long~suffering, but rich
pride, Jer_m ifer, who is played by

Monica MacDonald. On~ other
character is needed to complete
this entourage and that is the
director, Betty Evans, herself a
doctor's dilemma with her broken
hip and brandishing walking cane.
So doctors--beware. The ghost
of Bernard Shaw has risen at
Central to haunt and expose, _but
in a most delightful manner.

'New Photos' lauds
young innovators
New Photographies is a national
competition. It opened in 1971
with the requirement that the
artist make use of photographic
imagery and processes, thus attempting to make the exhibit
represent as much photographic
technique as possible.
Jim Sahlstrand, an Art/Photography teacher here at Central,
coordinates the New Photographies competition at Central~ He
works to set up the exhibit and put
. it together;
..
A jury of 6-14 graduate and
faculty members judge the entries. Slides are sent to Central
from all over· the US and Cana'da
and the photographies are judged
according to the slides.

The art department pays for the
shipping of all work accepted for .
-exhibit. After selections have been
made, the artists are invited to
submit more of their work at the
art department's expense.
The artist receives recognition
for his or her work in a book called
Art Week and a chance to test the
' work in competition. Two people
form Washington involved are
John Steinbacher from Seattle and
Michael Stone of Cle Elum .
The exhibit is part of the Arts
Festival Week from May 9-14. The
exhibit is open now Monday through Friday from 8-12 am and from
1-5pm Saturday and Sunday it is
open from 1-5 pm. The exhibit will
1
·
be showing until Mav 20.

BELLY DANCING
by the
SINGING UP A STORM--Members .of the Ellens. burg Commµnity_Chorus s.ing it up~during ~he Eighth

Jazz,~r.toto

Annual Choir Festival. The festival was held Sunday
in 9bservance of National Music Week.

BOU- SAADA
DANCE TROUPE

s.potlight fest

A · nationally recognized - New concert at · noon Friday; and per- ing the first_eve_!!!-_~ program.
' Photograhics art . show and an -formances of a stageplay, Doctor's
All of the events will be open to
·invitational -jazz festival will high- Dilemma evenings Wednesday the public with free admission to
light activities .at Central during a through Saturday.
· many. There will be an admission
May 9-14 Festival of the Arts . .
The· Friday and Saturday jazz charge to the .stageplay, $2 for
. · The :fifth annual New Photo- festival, directed by John Moawad adults and $1 for students, and for
graphies Show~ already underway of the Central music department, .the Central Ramsey Lewis Conand -contfouing through May 20, will draw musicians from Connell, cert, $4 for advanced student
will include a variety of art works Roosevelt of Seattle, ·Kentridge, ticket sales, $4.50 general admis1
. wbich . incorporate photography.
Lewis and Clark of Spokane and sion and $5 the night · of the
More than 80 artists from through- ~ent-Merid_!an High Scho.ols dur- concert.
. out the nation have materials -in
. the show in Randall Gallery.
The Jazz festival will open
Friday evening, May 13, in Hertz
Recital Hall with. performances by
jazz choirs and bands from five
high schools. Four additional high
school choirs, bands or combos will
perform on Saturday.
The two days of jazz will .
conclude Saturday evening, May
'P&ott~~e
Pitzgerakfs \2)_.!!:'.
14, with performances by the
Central jazz band and choir and a
» special concert by famed jazz
pianist Ramsey Lewis and his
group.
Jazz clinics will be conducted as
,. part of the festival with wellknown Wenatchee musicians Don
Lanphere and Jon Pugh helping
· students during the Saturday mor• ning session and Ramsey Lewis
serving as a clinician late that
STARTS WEDNESDAY, MAY 1 ltb
afternoon.
"THIEVES" ALSO "THE SHOOTIST"
Lanphere, 49, has played saxaphone with such famed band
OPEN 6:45 925-4598
THE
. leaders as Artie Shaw, Skitch
PLAYS AT 7:00 ONLY
Henderson, Woodie Herman and
II
Charlie Barnet. Pugh, only 22 but
"EXIT The DRAGON" "ENTER The TIGER
a professional trumpet player for
also "SEVEN BLOWS of the DRAGON "
six years, has performed with such
Los Angeles-based bands as the
(>'PEN 8:·1·5 925-3266
Summerhill Show Band and the
rive-In
FRI., SAT. & SUN.
John Strong Review.
Activities during the week preSHOWS AT DUSK
• ceding the jazz festival will include
PG RATED
special concerts and performances
Plus
by the Bou-Saada Dance Troupe
Monday evening, May 9; a Roman"JAWS
ian Folk Music program Tuesday
of
evening; the Blaine High School
Band, Choir and Swing Group at 2
DEATH"
pm on Thursday; a Central strings

LastCJ"'ycoori
A Romance

VllLAGE

ELL EN o

"CARS

THAT
EAT

PEOPLE"

PERFORMING·
MONDAY MAY 9
at
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TOP COWBOY INJURED--Mark Schoesler of Spokane Community College
was injured after scoring 57 points on Mr. Mills. He is the Northwest College
bareback leader.

THE GRAND ENTRY-Galloping horses and brightly colored flags marked the opening
of the Second Annual Collegiate Rodeo here in Ellensburg. The rodeo was hosted by the

.
-Central Rodeo Club Friday·; Saturday and Sµnday. Top Northwest collegiate cowboys
competed iri the regular events,
·-

·,

SCORES ON PAINTED LADY-Central's Joe Sanford scored 63 points on a horse named
Pailfted _Lady. He finished second in the bareback competition.

R_
odeo thrills'n spills
Thrills 0t,'1c:J spills marked the
second annual collegiate rodeo ·
here last1weekend. Over 100
'
"
college students from three
states participated in the
three day rodeo. The Central
Rodeo Club hosted the event.
Centro/'$ Joe Sanford took
second in the bareback
comp~titiorf and scored in the
bull riding. He scored the
only ~oints £-in Centra/'s fourth
P_la_c e effort ago inst 13 other
schooJs. Wolla Walla
Community College won
In . addition to Sanford,
Central was represented by
Dave Mitchel and
Scott Morini/la
.
(

COULDN'T WAIT-Wrip Wrap couldn't wait to get out of
the bucking chute so he tried going over the top. For cowboy
Alan Porath of Idaho it was terise moment since he was
pinned behind the bull. He was able to make the ride.

'•

t)

.

BITES THE DUST-Cowboy Mik; Criss of Treasure Valley had a r~ugh landing three s.econds
into his ride on Rooster Hill.
AROUND THE CORNER--Elaine Stewart of Blue Moun- stretch in the barrel-racing. Julie Rqg!t~:of Walla Waiia
· tain Community College turns the corner on the final Community Coeege wontthe event. -«:· •
.;.~

......

.. ~.

-

in bareback riding; Greg
Rowell and Jerry Lael in
bareback and bul/riding;
Lance Drewer in bullriding; ,
and -Ron Mitchel in calf
roping. Cheryl Brewer was
entered in goat tying and
barrel racing.
During the rodeo, Sanford
also worked as a clown
during the bullriding.
Rodeo cle!>wns keep riders
from being chased by angry
bulls. Clowns do this by
having the bulls chase them,
and Sanford did his job well.
There were no serious
in juries to bu II riders.
An additional attraction
was special events for
Central students not involved
in rodeo. The events included
wild cow riding and calf
dressing.
Larry Wyatt of Ellensburg
provided the stock for the
rodeo. He is the uncle of
Central basketball star Les
Wyatt.
Plaques, trophies and belt
buckles were given to the top
finishers by CWSC Rodeo
Queen Melissa Riddle. They
were donated by Ellensburg
merchants.

!

PANIC-Kim Nogle·of Walla Walla Community College had trouble when her horse
paniced in the .Goat Tying Event. She was not injured.
'
· ·

I
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Students play 'cowboy for a d-a y'
By DAVID ADAMS
"OK there, buddy, just remember to hold on till you hear that ,
whistle." Allan Miles secures his already tight grip, adjust a straw
cowboy hat, then nods his head. He is ready to go. The gate opens and all ·
hell breaks loose.
_ ·
Riding a nameless 900 pound wild cow, sophomore Allan Miles bolts
from the chute. The ride is rough, guresome and long. The cow bucks and - ....,..._.._...,.....,
spins trying to rid itself of the unexperienced rider atop it.
. . . . . . ..
The once tight grip begins to loosen. His hat has long since flown off ·
his head. He is no longer certain about the ride, and now merely wishes
to stay on. In four long ... tedious ... torturous seconds the ride is over. :,,,.,
Miles lies in the dirt.
Although Miles was shaken up and carried souvenier bruises and rope
burns, he said he enjoyed the experience. "It was a 1ot of fun, except I ,
was pretty ticked off I didn't do better. Maybe next year," he said.
Miles' -ride was last Friday night (April 29) and cow riding was s ;·
special event for college students at the Collegiate Rodeo. It was a cold :
and windy evening. Miles was admittedly frightened.
"I was cold and a bit nervous until about a half an hour before I rode,"
Miles said. "I stood around the chute where my cow was. It just got to a ·
point where the cow wasn't scared of me and I wasn't scared of it." ·
The last time Miles .rode was when he was 12-years-old. However, he
said, it wasn't anything like this time.
The only training Miles had was the afternoon before his ride at Barto
Hall lawn. "The El Toro Machine did help a lot," he said. "The machine
was like the cow to a certain extent."
"What the machine does in a spin is different from what you have in a
spin with a cow," Miles said. "You have to throw your hands."
"If the cow spins to the right, you want your free hand over your head
to keep the weight on the cow. If the cow spins to the left, the free hand
.
goes out and away," Miles explained.
Many of the cows in the chutes were very nervous and restless. Some
tried to jump out of the chutes and became caught in the gates. Others
tried to kick their way out. And some simply rocked back and forth,
bellowing their discontentment.
In the chute Miles' cow jumped around when he started to straddle it.
"It almost threw me out of the chute," said Miles. "But you have to be '
patient and settle it down. You have to expect it to be jumpy."
.
In chute nine, right next to Miles in chute 10, one cow never did settle ..,,,.,._.~
down. Neither did its rider. That ride was not very long nor enjoyable. ; ··
But Miles was luckier--his cow calmed down just before time to go.
Miles said he thought his grip was good, but apparently not good
enough. "There is a rope that goe~ all the way around the cow and over
the leather glove protecting the hand," he said.
"The loose piece wraps around the wrist and over the hand to add to
.the grip, it hopefully keeps you on the cow," Miles said.
Miles said he is not crazy, just adventurous. "If I had been seriously
busted up I would have just lived the best way I could," he said. "Good
things in life are going to happen, so are the bad. What happens, will
happen."
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Energy advisory board implements steps
By ROSE HULSMAN
Central's Energy Advisory
, Board (EAB) is preparing a plan to
be submitted to the administration
this week. The proposal will
include operational procedures
and building remodeling and construction to provide better usage
.of facilities here on campus and in
doing so, conserve valuable energy. The plan includes installing
new insulation in walls and ceiling.
Some of these plans have already
been implemented.
There ·are other provisions of

the plan and . some of them have
been in existence since 1969. They
include turning the central heating
and airconditioning thermostats
down in the winter and up in the
summer. In some of the restrooms
here on campus the hot water
thermostats- have been lowered.
An additional provision is called
"Central Monitoring System" .
This system automatically shuts
off the ventilation system in the
buildings during off hours and
then starts it up again in the early
morning to re-heat the buildings
before everyone comes to ·work.

Members of the Energy Advi- ·
sory Board are students, faculty
and staff. They volunteer their.
time by contributing their suggestions, discussions and planning
ideas to serve the Energy Advisory Board.
On the 1\,pril 21 meeting .the ·
energy plan was reviewed. This
week the plan will be revised and
later submitted to President
Brooks.Vice-President Harrington
and Vice-President of Business
and Financial Affiars Jones.
- The main objective of the EAB
is to reduce campus use of energy

and thereby save the energy that is
not used. This -reduces the amount
of money it costs to operate the
campus.
Next year there may be a sever
curtailment in electricity and re-

Chemists converge
on campus May?

The annual American Chemical
Society student affiliate undergraduate -research presentation
meeting will be held on Central's
campus this Saturday, May 7.
Ellensburg gained the right to
hold the meeting here due to the
campus's centrality within the
labeled container. If you carry pills state.
in a pocket pill box, identify them
Registration will be from 9:30 to
with a label. Never put medicines . 10 am and will be followed by
in containers identified with foods. various talks.
* Keep medicines away from the
At noon, Gardner Stacy, from
bed. Make it necessary to get up to the Department of Chemistry at
take them. Drugs and medicines Washington State University
on the nightstand are dangerous (WSU) will be the featured speakbecause an overdose may occur if er. Since joining the faculty of
the medication is accidentally re- WSU in 1948 Stacy has served as
peated while sleepy.
visiting professor at such colleges
* Avoid medicine which is as Oregon State University, Unidisguised as candy for children. versity of Hawaii, Arizona State
Poisoning - or at least overdoses and colleges in New Zealand and
can occur when children find and Australia. His research has dealt
t_ake medicine which lo~ks and 1
with medicinal chemistry, antitastes like candy.
inflamitory agents and antiradiaThese facts have been brought tion agents.
to you by your campus Health
In recent years, Stacy has been
Action Club.
close}~ involved with natfonal ac-----__;_---------------------,

.H .A. Believe It Or Not
By ANITA NOLL
There is a right way and a
wrong way to do everything,
including taking medicine. When
medicing is taken correctly, the
exact dose is taken at the proper
time under conditions that insure
against error. Here are a few
useful directions:
* Store medicines in a cabinet,
preferably locked, away from the
· reach of children.
* K~ep only medicines currently
, in use.
* Destroy old prescriptions,
because most drugs lose potency
and change chemically. '
* Read the label in a good light
before opening the 'bottle or box.

Read it again before taking the
medicine.
*If you have more than one box
of pills or capsules to take, be sure
one is closed before opening the
other. This avoids switching covers and also th'e labels.
* When pouring from a bottle,
keep the. label up so that any
dripping will not soil it and make it
hard to read.
* When taking medicine at
night, be certain that the light is
on and that you are wearing
glasses if you need them. It is even
more important to read and un: 1
derstand labels when you are
sleepy than when fully .awake
during the day.
* Keep medicines in the original

·Job Fair presents
'informa I setting'
20 employers and firms expected
to participate.
"We've been building and gaining two or three employers each
year and have maintained a good
program each year," said Owen.
This is the fourth year for the Job
Fair at Central.
"It's an outstanding program,"
Owen said. "The purpose is for job
information to students. n gives
them a chance to find .out what's
going on: The program is just as
important for a freshman as well
as a senior, maybe more for a
senior because he is alot closer to
entering the job market."
Owen went on to say, "It's sad
more students don't go through
the Job Fair. Any student can
come in and kick around in a very
informal setting and talk on an
informal basis to employers.
That's the value, I think."

ln,fo booth provides a
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Tropical Fish
fish supplies
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.~
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CRAIG
LESLISE
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PEGGY
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I
I

I
I

110275
105808
111212
1114681
MARGO 111211 ·

tivities of the American Chemical
Society, especially associated with
chemical education. The afterno<.•n
talk will be "Crucial Skills for the
Chemist, Speaking and Writing
and a Crisis in American Education."
This year several schools in
eastern Washington will participate. Competition between the
schools will include reports and
presentations on student oriented
research. _ Approximately 15
papers from such colleges as
Gonzaga, Whitman, Whitworth,
Washington State University,
Eastern Washington State College, University of Puget Sound,
Pacific Lutheran University, Evergreen, St. · Martin's, Seattle University, Seattle Pacific and University of Washington will be read
in the afternoon.
The papers will be judged and
prizes will be awarded to best
-research and to the best presentation. A plaque will be awarded to
the best research, and two cash
prizes of $20 will go to best
research and best presentation.
Certificates of merit will also
honor those presenting their
papers.

•
myriad of services
"Everything you ever wanted to
know, but were afraid to ask the
Information Booth
representative", should be the title for a new
information booklet available for
reference at the Information Booth
in the SUB. It is called the Kittitas
County Resource Booklet 1976 and
it was compiled by Alpha Phi
Omega here at Central.
The booklet covers subjects
unable to be found in the Student
Handbook. Information concerning
abortion, weight watchers,
psychiatrists, legal services, etc.,
will tell a student just about
anything he wants to know.
Besides the new booklet, the
Information Booth (located next to
the SUB pit) offers a variety of
literature to students: student
handbooks, student calenders, recreation information 1 campus directory, counseling and student
development service newsletters,

sweepstakes winners
April 24-April __ 30
r

sources. It is up to each individual
today to cooperate and comply
with the standard procedures required to save energy. The wastefulness and bad habits must be
eliminated before it is too late.

TODD
DEBBIE
GENE
JEFF
TOM

111393
111266
lf1300
111276
111358

ROGER
MIKE
ALLEN
SCOTT
ANNA

111384
111262
105839
110348
105823

ROSEMARY 105825
111415
SYLVIA
RICHARD 111406
MARY
111233
SCOTT
111313

..........................................

fine arts calenders, maps of the
school, the campus catalog, a
career booklet and the nP.w Onarterly, an orientation booklet for
new students and visitors.
Karen Moawad, former director
of the Information Booth, said the
main function of the people who
work at the booth is to answer
questions. Other functions include
selling tickets for concerts and
raffles, providing the rider/driver
board and dispensing pamphlets.
She said students should be able
to approach the booth for any kind
of -information they might need,
not strictly for academic information .

.... ................................

MEN WO.Rt< I-NG!
DURING CONSTRUCTION
ON CHESTNUT

Incense

&
Head Gear
OPEN SUNDAY
Records, Tapes,
W aterbeds & Furniture
510 NORTH RUBY STREET
ELLENSBURG, WA 98926

*WlNNERS*
LAST WEEK
**GRINDERS**
NICK FRIEND
ALLEN

QUIET DORM
OFF CAMPUS

WILL BE OPEN .AS
USUAL l 1AM-2AM · ***PIZZAS***
JOHN HOLCOMBE OFF CAMPUS
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Bucking machine
rides'em high
By DAVID ADAMS
"If Steve Ford can do it so can
I." That was the attitude of a few
Central students as they climbed
aboard a hideless, legless, headless
bucking machine know only as "El
Toro."
The bucking machine w~s
brought to Barto lawn last Thursday by Central's Rodeo Club:
Central students entered in the
CWSC-NIRA Rodeo were allowed
to practice on the machine from
12: 30 to 5 pm.
However, not all of those who
rode the machine were contestants
of the rodeo nor were they all men.
Three of the 50 riders were
women.
Laura Bjurwas one women who
rode the El Toro. She said about
her experience, "It hurt like hell. I
couldn't even stand UP straight
when I got off. But it was fun.".
Chaire Hoff, junior, special education major, was another rider.
"Deep down inside I wanted to
ride it, but I was scared to. It was
Dave Desmaris who coaxed me to
do it," she said. "I saw this other
girl do it before me and she didn't
have too exciting of a ride. I
thought l could do better."
"I was scared, I had no control of
the situation at all. The ride lasted
15 or 20 seconds," said Hoff. "The
scariest part was when it pitches
forward and you feel you're going
to fall on your head."
Hoff said everyone kidded her
about getting off so soon. "'.!'hey
said I was having a successful ride
and should have kept going. But I
told them if I get off now, I'll ride
another day. I don't want to push
my luck."
The bucking machine was donated for the afternoon by Bill
Moxe.ly of the Blazing Tree Ranch.
Joe Sanford, member of Central's
Rodeo Club and a professional
"rodeoer" said, "~lmost all of the
_people ~~? go on_it _w anted to get
on.. agam.
. "":?en . they got o.? a second
time, _said Sanfor_d, They w~r~
screaming, ~urn it up, turn it ~P·

Pefition circulates

They thought it was keen."
If you were one of the 500
persons watching the potential
cowboys and cowgirls, Joe Sanford's voice could be heard. "We're
going to let you collar him. Put
your feet here and when he comes
up, drag you're feet up to the
~iggin'."

Initiative 345: No food tax
professiQtiaL servl~~~ _li!ce architects, lawyers... " This, they believe, would shift the sales 'tax
burden to the rich and ·more able
to pay population. He adds,
"Health services should be exempt
from a sales tax."
Another suggestion is "a flat
rate income tax" much like our
present Federal income tax.
The committee believes that tax
reform begins with the removal of
the sales tax on food items.
The initiative needs 127 signatures by July 7 to be placed on this
November's general election ballot.

A petition for Initiative 345 is The initiative would just take the
sales tax off of food items. The
now circulating the campus.
H Initiative 345 is brought into committee is not saying any loss in
law it would put an end to the sales revenue needs to be replaced,
according to Linsey Hinaden, comtax on food in this state by July 1
1978. The initiative is being headed mittee chairman.
The committee's belief is that
by the Coalition Opposing the
the low income families and the
Sales Tax on Food [COSTOF].
The initiative would still allow elderly on a fixed income are
for a sales tax on beer, wine, pop getting the short end of the sales
.and the various sundries sold in a tax structure .
~ Hinaden says " ... a sales tax is
grocery store.
In 1975 the sales tax revenue the most immoral" in referring to
was 213 million dollars. The com- the various other ways this state
mittee sponsoring the bill does not could make money.
Some suggestions that Hinaden
propose the means by which any
loss of revenue might be replaced. : offered are " .. ~adding a sales tax to

Though tlie El Toro bucking
machine is a serious piece of
equipment, there is one young
man who rides El Toro and is
neither a Central student nor even
of college age-12 year-old Carl
Barns, a four-year veteran of
rodeos.
Carl rides in bull and bareback
events. He has earned six belt
buckles (the equivalent of first
place) and two 3rd place trophies.
"I am sure lucky to be at Central
today and work with the El Toro
and having Joe help me. Half of my
riding experience I go on the El
Toro," Barns said.
Barns will be in the Little
Breaches Rodeo Association until
-he is 18. Then he moves up to
The Alumni Affairs Office recen'senior division. Barns plans to go
tly announced the selection of
to college at Central and become a
Harold S. Williams of the business
professional rodeoer.
and ecoPomics department as the
Of course, there were other first .
recipient of the CWSC
students riding the El Toro. Some Distinguish-ed Teacher Award.
were expert riders with many
years of experience behind them.
The selection eommittee, comSome were first timers, entered in
prised
of faculty and Alumni
'the rodeo to test their courage and
Asssociation
representatives met
to see what it is all about.
March
12,
1977,
to consider the
· One such beginner is .Allan
nominees
for
the
award. RecipiMiles. Entered in the wild cow
riding and team scramble, Miles ents for the award are chosen on
decided that practice would be the following criteria: 1) knownecessary. He worked the greater ledge of subject matter and ability
part of the afternoon on the El to make subject real and important to students; 2) concern for
Toro.
students beyond the immediate
"It felt really good to ride it,"
said Miles. "It will stop for you if classroom setting obligations; 3)
you screw up where a real bull long~te!m impact on ~udents, i.e.
won't. It's consistant. A real bull
has its own mind and will do what
it wants to."
"Having a lot of people watching
_ helped" explained Miles. "At first
. you're scared of them, but once _
you're on the machine the people
. ;are the farthest thing from your .

First DistinguishedTeacher
Award cited to Williams
choice of careers and patterns of
life; and 4) concern for innovation
in educational methods.
Williams, who is retiring this
year from the School of Business
and Economics, leaves behind
nearly three decades (1948-1977)
of service to Central. He will
receive his award at the Honors
Convocation June 10, 1977.

ed along with new recommenda- ··
tions next year. The Office of
Alumni Affairs will accept recommendations beginning October 1,
1977.
.,._~~--~-=-------~~--

.....

Professional Typist will do the-,,.
sis, term papers, course work, ·
etc. Call Gail 963-2803; after 5:
oor::. 1!7'Y7

'Male ·Student seeks same to
share a nice two bedroom house.
925-2911.

Other faculty members who-,
received excellent recommendations and recognition by the selection committee included: Donald
W. Cummings, English; Darwin J.
Goodey, psychology; · Dorothy M.
Purser, physical education; and
Daniel A. Unruh, education. Those
faculty members recommended
but _pot chosen will be reconsider-

WANTED: Roomate to share

off-~ampus expenses this sum-

mer female. Pref 21 or older
963-2576.

Same Great Deck ...

New Low .Price!

mind~"

The Way It Was
By GARY FISHER

A popular club on campus was
.the Spurs. The club was a self-perIn 1950, Freddie Slack and his· .petuating honorary organization.
Each year in the spring twenty
big name band came to Central.
Central's enrollment topped
freshman girls ·were chosen
1500 students.
membership for the next year. The
Campus Crier receiw~d a first Spurs sponsored the "Big Sister"
class honor rating from the assoc- program, served as campus guides,
iated college press.
gave firesides for new stuDick Martined was elected soph- dents and aided in other activities.
omore class president.
Sweecy Day was an all-college
"Virgil the Great Magician"
performed his tricks in front of a affair in the middle of a week
during spring quarter. Classes
packed house at Central.
The Hit movie, Once More My were dismissed and everyone took
Darling, played at the Liberty ·part in field events, a carnival and
an all school dance. If the weather
Theater. in Ellensburg.
The Don Cossack chorus was permitted, meals were served out
. of doors and a dance was held on
slated to come to Central.
John Eyres was editor of the the tennis courts.
Crier.
·
A frosh tradition was in a
A bottle of Coca Cola sold for a students first days at college they
would become the proud possessor
nickel.
Wool jersey blouses sold for · of another tradition, the green
$4.98 at J.C. Penney's.
fro~h beanie. The wearing of this
Three consecutive absences
symbol and the frosh initiations in
from class are to be reported to their living group would be an
amusing phase in their college life.
the Dean's office.
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Need a new hobby? Winema_king
By KELLY RYAN

There are few things in life
which can afford the individual
more pleasure and satisfaction
than making his own wine in his
own home. And yet, wine is,
simple and fun to make. Best of all~
. it's cheap.
Although the United States is
not as wine-conscious as the nations of Europe, there are, .nevertheless, millions of Americans who
do make wine and millions of
others who would like to do so.
The latter Americans are deterred only by a lack of know-how.
They do not know that wine, and
very good wine indeed, can be
made from scores of different
fruits, berries, vegetables, flowers, grains and tree saps.
Central geology major Jim Bracy has been making wine for three
years and says anyone can do it.
The increase in home winemaking has kept pace with both
local and national wine sales. In
fact, said Brady, the increase may
be even greater, sinc-e many home
winemakers do not register with
the government as required by
law.
The US government supervises,
in one way or another, the legal
production of all alcoholic beverages made in this country.

Once the application is niade,
* Add campden ·tablets~ which pin. This will allow carbon-dioxide
In the case of wines, this control
will kill unwanted wild yeasts and ·eo escape without · permitting any
is extremely liberal. It allows the work can begin.
Re-emphasizing tl~at the best other organisms which could ad: bacteria to enter. ·
citizens to make up to 200 gallons
of tax-free wine each year, re~ way is the simplest way, Brady versely .affect the. flavor. of the . .. After six weeks, siph~n wine
off the sediment which will be at
quiring only that t})ey obtain from listed the following necessary. e- wind,
·
·
'* Let stand uncovered for 24 the bottom :of bottl~. St~riliz.e
the Assistant Regional Commis- quipment:
* A one-ga~lon bottle or jug
hours.
bottle and pour the ·wine back, ~
sioner, Alcohol and Tobacco Tax
* A large wooden or plastic
* Add two pounds of cane sugar replace balloon.
Division, Yakima, a permit issued
_ in syrup form for fermenting. Two
on request by the head of a family spoon
* A balloon
. pounds of syrup sugar is made by .
* Watch . balloon. ·Having been wishing to make wine for home
* A plastic funnel
adding four _cups of sugar to two . kept inflated by the escaping '
consumption. The permit, Form
cups· of water, boiling for . two· ·carbon-dioxid·e, it will c.ollapse at
1541, must b~ filed-before produc- · * A large strainer
"In making wine," said Brady, iniriutes while stirring · constantly ~bout the. same time your wine
tion commences.
There are no secrets, no mys- "metal parts should be used spar- with a wooden spoon. After the turns cloudy 't<.> clear.
*Have a drink, maybe two. You
teries in wine judgement. The two . ingly. They will taint the taste .of syrup has cooled, ·pour it in the
·
bucket.
-will hll.ve a gallon of 12 per cent .
tests to which all wine should be th~ wine."
With this equipment, he said,
· * Add yeast. Montrachet, an wine to enjoy..
put are very simple.
First, it should be pleasantly the amatuer winemaker can make . all-p.urpose yeast . fi:om the Bur~ . . Wines should be drunk under
flavored, agreeable in taste and use of three basic wine .recipes:. gandy district of France, is th~ proper conditions in order to be .
best for the beginners.
·
·
·
perfectly clear. Second, it should fruit, berries and flowers.
"My favorite," Brady said, "is
• ·"." C(iver bucket with plastic appreciated. -The..q.ualities of. red- -provide the drinker with a gentle
stimulation; it should · agree with any type of apple .wine." Here is wrap and let mixture brew for six wines are best l:>rought out at one
. Brad y •s f avor1te
· - ·
·
temperature,
and those of white
him, and should leave his head J im
recipe f or a .to seven days.
·
·
•Pour li_quid into gallon bottle, wmes at another, while sparkling
clear witho.ut any unpleasant ·af- light apple wfoe;
* Halve and remove the core being s~re to strain liquid out of wines dema~4 still a third.
ter effects.
.
Brady ~ecommends picking up •
"Like many hobbies, winema- from five pounds of Jonathan remaining pulp.'
• Add water to bottle to make · the book, Winemaking at Home by
king can grow to'· be complicated Winesap apples.
* Chop finely, .place · in bucket one gallon. - ·
.
·
Hardwick at the Central libraty
and expensive," ·Brady said.
* Cover. top of bottle with for f_uture- reference by the . beginWhen that happens, said Brady, and add enough w~ter fo · cover
balloon. Puncture balloon with · a
ner.
·~
it is no longer the simple art it apples.
should be.
He prefers to keep it as simple
as possible, mostly because it's
cheaper.
Getting a permit, warns Brady,
is imperative. "It saves a lot of
_hassles."

*

Spring _quarter Ware Fa
applicafionsavailable

ROMANIAN
FOLK

. By JON DAIGNEAUL.T

Central's spring quarter Ware ·
Fair will be held May 11 through
14. Students and Qff-campus
,groups are invited to participate; '

MUSICIANS
will
appear

in the
Saniuelson Union

Building

the

older generation
has a lot ofstuffy·
ideas...
cigarette

smoking is one!
American ·
Cancer Society

Students selling items will be
charged $1 per day for card table
space and $5 per day for the use of
six or eight foot tables. Free space
wiU be provided to recognized
student groups when no sales are
involved.
Anyone wishing to .. ~ell merchandise at Central must first
complete an application prior to
the time . they wish to sell. The
deadline for the payment of fees is'
May 10. Applications · may be
obtained from Karen Moawad in
the ASC office.
People selling food · must first
obtain a clearance from Mike
Lansing, food services · super'visor. Further regulations are
outlined in W AC-106-140-040-,
Selling On Campus. SelHng within
the boundaries of Central Wash-initon State College property may
be permitted in the manner and at
the locations as set forth below:
1. Residence HaJls:
(a) The selling of' food in vending
machines is controlled by and
administered through the office of
the Director of Auxiliary Services.
(b) Students are allowed·fo sell
or to offer services for food,
laundry, dry cleaning, magazines,
corsages and ' tuxedos with a
special permit only. Every student
engaged in selling in college
housing units must secure a per. mit from the Director of Auxiliary
Services.

(c) Petitions requesting per- .,
mission for selling :in areas not
· listed are considered by the Board
of Review.
·
An ·petitions shall be submitted
in writing to the Director of
Auxiliary Services.
2. -Other · campus . areas, · as
follows:
·
(a) Selling - by individual students or by recognized organiza- .tions in classroom ·buildings, administrative buildings or service .
· buildings is not allowed without .
special permission . that. must be ·
obtained from the Vice President
for Business Affairs not less than :.:. "
five business _d ays ·p rior to the date
the requested activity is to take .
place. Violations must be reported '
pro~ptly to the Vice President for '
Business Affairs.
(b) The College Athletic Com- ·
mittee r.egulates. selling at college
1
athletic events. Applications for
permission to sell at such events
shall ·be made to the College
Athletic Committee.
(c) The College Union Board
regulates selling by individuals and groups in the Samuelson
Union Building. Applications to
sell in the Samuelson Union Building shall be made to the College
Union Board.
Central does not assume any r.
responsibility for the quality, merchantability, or fitness of any
goods or services.

In the PIT
Tuesday May 10

*
*
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Agony of defeat
OUT FOR THE SEASON-Mike Richter pulled a ham string
muscle in the first leg of the
440-yard relay. He is out for the
season (Photo ·by Bobbie Catron).

,
.
L

~- ;~

i

.~';'*'· '~···'"'·

Women tracksters run 2nd

Tracksters pace
109-54 over OCE
159-11.75; 2. Henry Midles (C)
156-4. .
Javelm - 1. Dave Andrews (C)
210-4; 2. Mike Carter (C) 190-61/2;
3. Tom Ross (C) 185-1 112
3,000 Steeplechase - ·1. Mike
Wold (C) 9:37.1; 3. Gaylon George
(C) 10:59.
Long Jump - 1. Jeff Hocker (C) ·
23-2.
1,5000 - Jim Hennessy (C)
4:000.7; 2. Toby Suhm (C) 4:13.1.
Pole vault - 1. Gustavson (0)
14-0; 2. Mike Boland (C) 14-0; Clay
Sagen (C) 13-6.
High jump - 1. Mike Boland (C)
6-4; 2. Pat Moore (C) 45-2; 3. Tim
Madden (C) 44-0.
5,000 - 1. Lou Boudreaux (C)
15:41.3; 3. Fred Hicks (C) 17:14.
400 Intermediate Hurdles - 1.
John O'Malley (C) 57.6; 2. Reed
Caudle (C) 57.7.

With the weather conditions
perfect, Central's men won easily
over Oregon College of Education
109-54 in a track meet held in
Ellensbur~ last weeke!_ld.
Wildcat .Dean Erickson tied the
· track record of 14.4 in the 110 high
hurdles and also qualified for the
NAIA Nationji.l meet.
Mike Daniels won both the
discus and the shotput with
throws of 167-11and51-5_. Sprinter
Jim Perry also took double victories. Perry was timed 10.9 in the
100 meter dash and 22.5 in the 200.
MEET RESULTS
Hammer throw - 1. Healy (0)

Men golf
at Invite

The Central women tracksters
·finished second in the Washington
State Track Meet last Saturday.
The Wildcats were led by an outstanding performance by Kathleen
Kilpatrick. Kilpatrick won the 100
meter hurdles in 14.2 to set a new
school record and jump into the
. first place position in the region.
Kilpatrick, along with teammates .t~eanne Makin, Jan Miller
and Pam Riggs, took the .880
medley relay with a school record
time of 1:48.4.
Senior standout Pam 1:tiggs won

400-1. Sorrell (EW) 56'.1; 3.
Andrea Linn (CW) 61.4.
Javelin-1. Houser (WSU)
126-8; 4. Barb Dykers (CW) 115-7.
Mile relay-1. Central (Nancy
Ehle, Andrea Linn, Leanne Makin,
Lisa Smith) 4:13.4.
800-1. Ringen (EW) 2:19.4; '··
Washfo.gton State finished in 5. Nancy Ehle (CW) 2:25.8.
the number one spot with134
Long jump-1. Madlan (EW)
points,
Central earned 100,
Spo- 17-3 112; 5. Leanne Makin (CW)
.
. .
kane Falls 80, Eastern Washington 16-7.75.
440 H-1. Cunningham (WSU)
80, Pacific Lutheran 76, Whitworth 39, Spokane 22, Bellevue 14, 1:08.4; 2. Leanne Makin (CW)
1:08.8.
Everett 6 and Whitman 1.

both the 200 and 100 meter
sprints. although her times were
not as ~ood as earlier season
performances. Cindy Pottle also
had a pair of wins in the shot put
and the discus with throws of
41-8 1/4 and 143-2112.

FOUR SEASONS
SPORT C-ENTER

116 E. 4th

9 25-9134

EVCO-then
on to district
for netters

Central golfers placed fourth
last weekend in the Western
Washington Golf Invitational in
Bellingham.
Central finished with a two-day
total of 825 in Division Two play.
Host Western Washington won
the tour with 77 4 strokes. Eastern
and University of Puget Sound
tied for second with 804.
Medalist for the Invite was
Western's Marty Sendrik with a
total of 149. Sendrik fired a 75 on
the first day and 74 on the. last day
of competition.
Central's Dick Cartmill and Paul
Dalton were 10 strikes back from
Sendrick, each getting scores of
159. Oth~r Central scores were
Russ Villeneuve, 166; Tom Madden, 167; Brian Maine, 177; and
Kevin Bergstrom, 178.
The Wildcats will now compete
in the District 1 NAIA tourney
this weekend in Tacoma at PLU.

Following a week layoff, the
Central men's tennis team will
take it's 5-6 season win-loss record
into the Evergreen Conference
Championship this weekend at
Southern Oregon College.
The Wildcats are led by senior
Dennis Roberts, who plays in the
Number One spot. Robert's season
mark is 7-4 in singles · action.
Roberts teams with another
senior, Dick Bandhead, for the
first doubles.
Other player for Central are No.
2 Ted Hollar, No. 3 Bankh~ad; No.
4 Rich Dietz; No. 5 Wes Eklund
and No. 6 Dave Cresap.
Following the EVCO champion-:
ships, Central will compete in the ,
District championships at Western
Washington State College May 13. ,
1
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Sluggers travel south
Central's baseball team tuned
up for it's Evergreen Conference
Championship playoff set for tomorrow by splitting a pair of
contests with the tough Lewis and
Clark College (LCC) here Monday.
Lewis and Clark pitcher Glen
Johnson fired a no-hitter at the
Wildcats in the first game as LLC
downed Central, 6-0. In the nightcap the Wildcats came up with a
run in the bottom of the eighth to
nip the visitors, 3-2.

Lewis and Clark, who will most
probably be the No. 1 team in
District 1 playoffs, rapped six hits
in the first contest. Ben Reichenberg suffered his second pitching
loss of the season for Central.
The right-handed Johnson struck
out four Wildcat batters while
retiring the last 12 batters in a
row.
Central picked up the win in the
second game set up by Joe
Hornstein double in the eighth.

...-................................:.. Girls play

tough match
....

The lowest prices ever!
Come in and see our
great selection today.

..
.

HONDA.1
GQNG SfaollG

. . . . . .'S

1111 I , Senice

1111-.IL1mm
Specill •2411
ONE ONLY

Mike Ammerman then belted a
single to score Hornstein and
ended the game.
Lewis and Clark opened the
scoring in the first inning but the
Wildcats came back to score two
runs on a Tim Sund blast over the
centerfield fence.
The split gave LCC a 2·7-10
overall win-loss record while the
Wildcats are now 21-12.
Central will now travel to Oregon College of Education for the
Evergreen title. Providing they
win, then they will compete in the
District 1 playoffs against Lewis
and Clark in a three game series.
As of April 16, the Wildcats
have two hitters over .300. Outfielder Rick Mitchell leads Central
with a .365 average. Mitchell also
has 23 RBI's, five home runs and
10 doubles. Mike Ammerman is
hitting .333 for the Wildcats.
First Game.

Central's women's tennis team
suffered its second loss of the
season last Saturday on the Wildcat's course as Washington State
(WSU) nipped Central, 5-4. But
Central showed its strength on
Friday among the Evergreen conference schools by whipping Wes- Lewis and Clark
102 0021--6 6 3
tern Washington 9-0 in Belling- Central
000 000 0880 0 3
ham.
Johnson and Ireland; ReichenCentral will get a chance to berg, McEwen (6) and Renecker.
avenge its only two losses, WSU
W--J ohnson.
and the University of Washington,
this weekend in Pullman when the
Second Game
Wildcats compete in a four-team
meet (WSU, UW, Central and Lewis and Clark 100 000 10--2 5 0
Montana State).
Central
200 000 01--3 4 1
"It was a tough way to lose, but
Kerr, Van DeKerrie (4) and
it was a good match. They (WSU) Ireland; Crandell, Lukens (7) and
have a really good team," said LeClair.W--Lukens.HR--Tim Sund,
Central Coach Niel Roberts. Central.
"There should be some good tennis
played this weekend in Pullman."
In the WSU match, the six
singles matches were split with
Central's number two player,
Ronda Panattoni, number four
Gail Gerstmar and number six
Karen Patterson all picking up
Central's Soccer Club played
victories.
host to Yakima Valley College
''There were a lot of three set (YVC), April 28, and trounced
matches that could have gone them 6-2 in exciting soccer action.
either way. We just didn't get the
In the first half, Tim Crawley
breaks," said Roberts.
headed the ball in from eight yards
It all came down to the doubles out, and for his second goal he
competition and it didn't go well
received a pass from Carey Davidfor the Wiidcats. The first team of son and tipped in the ball.
Andreotti and Gerstmar won their
Davidson kicked in a goal from ten
match but the second and third yards out for his first goal also in
doubles teams faultered.
the first half.
Central will play one match this
In second half action Crawley
Friday with the Huskies or WSU.
put one and passed the goalie from
On Saturday Central will play the
about 12 yards out to put Central
to remaining teams.
ahead 4-0. Rod Blossom kicked a
"The girls are playing really 20 yard goal and Davidson headed
well, always showing good imin another goal to round out
provement. We're really going to
Central's scoring attack.
have to be playing top notch tennis
YVC went on to score 2 goals
To win a couple this weekend,"
but did not have a chance for a
said Roberts.
comeback. Today, Central will
On May 13-14, Central will
play at YVC for another non-tourcompete in the Boise State tournament game.
nament.

Cats outgoal
vv·c by two
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HERO'S WELCOME--The Central baseball team lined the third
baseline to welcome Greg LeClair Home. LeClair blasted a homerun
over the left field fence in the alumni game.

Tim Sund back at SS
after shoulder injury
By RANDY KROKE

Plagued with injuries, Tim Sund
hasn't really had the healthy
chance to give 100 per cent in the
two sports he participates in at
Central.
Last fall, Slmd wc.s a starter in
the defensive backfield until he
hurt a knee early in the season.He
was able to return later in the
season, but wasn't fully effective.
· This spring, the ex-Central
Kitsap and Olympic Community
College (OCC) athlete was named
co-captain on the baseball team
and is expected to be one of the big
offenses as well as defensive
players on the Wildcats team.
That was, until he dislocated his
shoulder March 25 against Eastern
Washington. He was able to start
hitting two weeks later and just
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;
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.............................. '

BARNEY'S ON 8th ACROSS FROM BARGE HALL

·

last week got back to his usual·
shortstop position.
Sund says his shoulder doesn't
bother him while-he's hitting, but
he can still only throw at about a
60 per cent efficiency.
Sund feels the Wildcats have a
ways to go, but if the whole team
puts it together, they could knock
off Lewis and Clark.
"They should be the No. 1 team
in district and we'll make No. 2.
We'll have 'to play in Lewiston,
Idaho (best two out of three
games), but we could take them if we played good, and. hit the ball,"
he said.
Sund transferred after his
sophomore year at OCC in Bremerton and was a shortstop last
year for the Wildcats. Jumping
out early in the season Sund was
hitting at a .350 clip through
midseason before finishing the
season at about .280.
Teammate Dale Lund, who also
played at OCC, feels if Sund
wouldn't have gotten hurt, they'd
have won a few more games.
"We missed his leadership abilities as much as his playing when
he was hurt," Lund said.
Sund feels his hitting has improved this season, especially the
long ball. The senior shortstop
also feels part of Central's problems early in the year were due
to injuries.
For a while we had three guys
hitting over .300 out of the lineup.
Now everybody's healthy and
getting it together.
What is the key for Central to
win at District? "First we have to
beat Oregon College this weekend
for the Evergreen title. We have
to take them and then get ready
for Lewis and Clark.
"We have to hit the ball. Against
Lewis and Clark on Mnday we had
a total of four hits in two games;
one game, a no-hitter, was thrown
at us."
Last year Lewis and Clark
downed Central in the District
playoffs. Many of Central's starters were in that playoff, so they
should be riding high when they
travel back to Lewiston .
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YCC STUDENT FEST: Central foreign
students are invited to the Yakima Community College (YCC) International Student Festival Saturday, May 21 from 8 am
through the evening. Lunch and .dinner will
be complimentary. Foreign students from
Washington and Oregon colleges will be
present. Happenings include discussions,
swimming, soccer, entertainment, dancing,
etc. Transportation cost is from $2.30 to
$3.15 depending on the number of students
from Central. For reservations see Ellen at
International Programs, Peterson 202 (9633612). Signup deadline: noon, ·Friday, May
13.
INTRAMURAL SWIMMING: It's time
again for the Co-Ed Intramm:al Swim meet.
It will be held May 18 at 8: 15 pm and entries
are due May 16. Rosters are available in
Nicholson Paviiion 108. For more information phone Jim Rice (963-3066) or the
Intramural office (963-1751).
RIVER FLOAT: A Yakima River float and
cookout for foreign students is being
arranged Thursday, May .12, leaving from
the SUB Recreation Office at 3 pm. Cost:
$4. Signup deadline: Monday, May 9, 4 pm.
For information and/or signup either see
Ellen at International Programs; Peterson
202 (963-3612), or check at the Recreation
Office in the SUB.
OPTION B OR C: Sign-up sheets are now
posted-on the bulleting board ~cross the hall
from Black Hall 216 for an appointment
with the off-campus supervisor on May 11.
Please make an appointment to meet with
the supervisor between 8:30 and 11 am OI;
that day to discuss your fall quarter place· ment.
·

ARTS & SCIENCE MAJORS: The
following employers will have representatives at the Placement Center to interview
interested candidates. The sign-up schedules will be posted one week, to the day'
before t he arrival on campus:
·
May 5 Job Fair-SUB:--Today
May 11 Old National Bank-Spokane
(Management Trainees).

BANK SCHOLARSHIPS: Fidelity Savings Bank will be offering 1977-78 scholar.ships to students from Washington colleges.
Although the scholarship fund will be
smaller this year' scholarships will be
offered to st_u dents once again. The following eligibility criteria will be used in
selecting redpients.
1. Must be a resident of the state of
Washington.
FINANCIAL AID APPLICATIONS:
2. Must be attending a Washington two
Although the deadline has passed, applica- or four year college or university or be a
tions for financial aid for 1977-78 are still high school senior planning to attend a
available in the Office of Financial Coun-· W ~shington two .or four year college or
seling and Financial Aid, Barge 209. Stu- university beginning in September, 1977.
dents who are applying for financial aid at
3. Must be a full-time student in
Central for 1977-78 must complete the September, 1977, as defined by the Office of
confidential statement and the Central the Registrar of the college or university
application form. Late applicants will attending.
depend solely on availability of funds after
4. Must have minimum grade point
awards · have been made to "on time" average of 3.0 (4.0 scale).
applicants. Undergraduate students are,
5. Should indicate some need for financial
also, required to complete BEOG applica- assistance.
tion forms.
6. Applicants ·may be either male or
female and of any ethnic origin.
HOEG APPLICATIONS: Applications
Th.e Office of Student Financial Aid,
for the Basic Educational Opportunity located in Barge 209, has applications for
grant are now available in the Office of the scholarships. These applications must
Financial Counseling and Financial Aid for be turned into the Office of Financial Aid by
1977-78 school year. All undergraduate 'June·i. Applications will be screened in the
students applying for other types of Financial Aid Office and · forwarded to
financial aid are required to submit a BEOG Fidelity Mutual Savings Bank where final
application.
selection of scholarship recipients will be
All notification of BEOG eligibility must · made. Notification of scholarship award
be sent to the Office of Financial Aid · winners will be made during the month of
whether it indicates eligible or ineligible. July.
Awards of financial aid will not be made to
undergraduate students until the Finaicial
Aid Office - has the Basic Educational
Opportunity Student Eligibility Report.

EDUCATION MAJORS: The following
employers will have representatives at the
Placement Center to interview interested
candidates. The sign-up schedules will be
posted one week, to the day, before the
arrival on campus:
May 6 Bainbridge School Dist.
May 10 Olympia School Dist.
May 10-11 Glennallen, Alaska, School
Dist.
May 11 Tumwater School Dist.
May 12 Ephrata School Dist.
May 13 Everett School Dist.

PUBLIC HEARING: Proposals to amend
the Central student. records policy will be
aired in a public hearing at 1:30 pm
Thursday, May 12, in SUB 204.
The p.olicy amendment proposals are
designed to comply with the Buckley
Amendment to the Federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act.
The hearing officer is expected to take
final action at 2 pm following the hearing.
Interested persons may submit data,
views or arguments in writing to the college
prior to the hearing or orally at the public
session. Additional information about the
rules amendment proposal is available at
the office of the college president.
May 12 King County Police-(Poljce ·
Officers).

WARE FAIR: The Ware Fair will be
held May 11-13 in the SUB.

Buy one ·and get a 2nd for
RAFFLE WINNERS.: The Asian Student Union Raffle drawing was
held Wednesday April 27, at noon in the SUB Pit. The winners
are:
$50 certificate
Safeway
D.J. Goodey
·Mark Maillard
$15 certificate
PJ's Hair Designers
$12 certificate
Head Hunters
Catfiy Maras .
Dinner for 2
Pagoda Restaurant
Karen Moa wad
Dinner for 2
Appleseed Inn
S. Tovar
·c. Bharathi
#5 combo plate
El .Charro
1 complete Dinner
0. Taco
Diane Erickson
J.L. · Jones
$5 certificate
Pizza Hut
$5 certificate
Pizza Hut
Dean Lillard
16- " Pizza
Pizza Place
· A.rlola Scott
. $5.certificate
In Seam
· · Pat Richmon«
Bill Wilson
$5 certificate
Dean's Appliance
Record Album
James Haynes
Stereocraft
Makiko Doi
. Record Album
Czardos
The ASU would like to thank all the students, faculty and staff
~ho participated in th-e ;affle.

$1

Professional. Typist will do thesis, term papers, CO\~rse work,
etc. Call Gajl 963-2803; after 5:
925-1727.
.

~oo with this Coupon

expires July 8, 1977

_~inal DECKERS are guaranteed
against breakdown from manufacturing
defects for the life of the sole .
Worn out pairs con be resoled at $3 ·

Greatfo
SPRING
Singles-··············· 7.95
Doubles-·---12.95
Triples --·--·-~...........15.95
High Wedges-···---22.95
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Ramsey Lewis,
·.. Jazz Pianist
AND HIS BAND

Guest Performers:
Don L9nphere and Jon Pugh
appearing with ..
.··cwsc Jazz Band 1 and· Jazz C_hoir
Saturday-May 14 Bp.m.
Nicholson Pavillion,
Ticket outlets
SUB Information Booth and Steroc.raft
advanced student tickets $4.00

.A Touch ·of CI ass

